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Abstract
Reconstructing 3D face shape from a single 2D photograph as well as from video
is an inherently ill-posed problem with many ambiguities. One way to solve some
of the ambiguities is using a 3D face model to aid the task. 3D Morphable Face
Models (3DMMs) are amongst the state of the art methods for 3D face recon-
struction, or so called 3D model fitting. However, current existing methods have
severe limitations, and most of them have not been trialled on in-the-wild data.
Current analysis-by-synthesis methods form complex non-linear optimisation pro-
cesses, and optimisers often get stuck in local optima. Further, most existing
methods are slow, requiring in the order of minutes to process one photograph.
This thesis presents an algorithm to reconstruct 3D face shape from a single
image as well as from sets of images or video frames in real-time. We introduce
a solution for linear fitting of a PCA shape identity model and expression blend-
shapes to 2D facial landmarks. To improve the accuracy of the shape, a fast
face contour fitting algorithm is introduced. These different components of the al-
gorithm are run in iteration, resulting in a fast, linear shape-to-landmarks fitting
algorithm. The algorithm, specifically designed to fit to landmarks obtained from
in-the-wild images, by tackling imaging conditions that occur in in-the-wild im-
ages like facial expressions and the mismatch of 2D–3D contour correspondences,
achieves the shape reconstruction accuracy of much more complex, nonlinear state
of the art methods, while being multiple orders of magnitudes faster.
Second, we address the problem of fitting to sets of multiple images of the same
person, as well as monocular video sequences. We extend the proposed shape-to-
landmarks fitting to multiple frames by using the knowledge that all images are
from the same identity. To recover facial texture, the approach uses texture from
the original images, instead of employing the often-used PCA albedo model of
a 3DMM. We employ an algorithm that merges texture from multiple frames in
real-time based on a weighting of each triangle of the reconstructed shape mesh.
Last, we make the proposed real-time 3D morphable face model fitting al-
gorithm available as open-source software. In contrast to ubiquitous available 2D-
based face models and code, there is a general lack of software for 3D morphable
face model fitting, hindering a widespread adoption. The library thus constitutes
a significant contribution to the community.
Keywords: 3D Morphable Face Models, 3D Face Reconstruction, Real-time,
Open Source Software
Email: p.huber@surrey.ac.uk, patrikhuber@gmail.com
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Face modelling, analysis and reconstruction are very prominent topics in
computer vision, and have been widely researched over the last decades.
There are a great many applications to these topics, ranging from image
segmentation or reconstructive surgery in medical applications to virtual
avatars, face recognition, and human-computer interaction. With aug-
mented and virtual reality, robotics, and technology being and becoming
prevalent in many aspects of everyday life, the need for robust techniques for
face modelling, analysis and reconstruction will only increase even further
in the near future.
Most often, a type of face model is used for face analysis and reconstruc-
tion. Up until a few years ago, 2D methods have dominated the research
landscape for their feasibility with regards to creating them, their robustness
and their speed, starting with Active Shape Models [CT92, CTCG95] and
soon after Active Appearance Models [CET98, CET01]. Over the last 5 to
10 years, more research has focused on 3D methods, trying to overcome some
of the limitations of 2D methods, perhaps starting with the seminal paper
of Blanz & Vetter about 3D Morphable Models [BV99]. In the past few
years, 3D methods are employed more widely in the field of face modelling
and analysis, however, they have still not been proven feasible or effective
for many tasks.
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In general, 3D models are harder to construct than 2D-based models.
For example, to construct a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM), 3D scans of
several hundred subjects are required, and the scans need to be preprocessed
and brought into dense correspondence. For 2D models, there is usually an
abundance of 2D images with labelled landmarks available, and that is all
that is required. Also, recovering the 3D model parameters from an input
2D image (model fitting) is much more involved than fitting a 2D-based
model, both in terms of complexity of the fitting algorithms, as well as
run time. Thus, 2D methods are still prevalent in today’s landscape. For
example, a multitude of public implementations are available for ASM and
AAM model building and fitting, but implementations of 3D face models
and fitting are very hard to come by.
Many tasks in face analysis involve reconstructing a face in 3D from
a single 2D photograph. Inferring 3D information from 2D data is an
inherently ill-posed problem, and one needs to inject some form of prior
knowledge to make the task feasible. Often, a 3D face model is used precisely
for that purpose: such a face model is constructed from 3D face scans by
modelling their statistical variability. This statistical model of faces is then
used to aid the task of 3D face reconstruction from 2D data.
An attractive property of 3D face models and 3D morphable models
in particular is that, in contrast to 2D methods, the pose of a face is
clearly separated from the shape, and the model’s projection to 2D is
expressed with an explicit, physical camera model. This enables, for example,
to compute 3D surface normals of a face mesh and parts that are self-
occluded. Traditionally, 3DMMs also model skin albedo (appearance),
which is captured from 3D scans, usually in lab-conditions. Together with
an illumination model, for example Phong illumination, a full imaging model
is defined, with which faces can be synthesised (rendered). The task of
3model fitting to an image is then often approached by analysis-by-synthesis,
which aims to fit the model by minimising the RGB reconstruction error of
the synthesised model and the face in the original image. However, such
an optimisation problem is highly nonlinear, with numerous parameters
to estimate. Additionally, while fitting the albedo and illumination model
has been shown to work well in controlled conditions, it has not yet been
proven effective on in-the-wild images, which contain strong appearance
variations, difficult illumination conditions, and expressions, amongst other
things, making the optimisation problem very hard to solve. Traditionally,
nonlinear optimisers like the Levenberg-Marquardt or L-BFGS algorithm
are used, and most fitting algorithm include a term containing a landmark
constraint into their cost function, and thus heavily depend on labelled or
detected 2D facial landmarks. Apart from the difficulty of the optimisation,
these nonlinear fitting methods are usually slow and have a run time in the
order of minutes. For similar reasons, few work tackles 3DMM fitting to
uncalibrated, monocular in-the-wild videos.
Recently, fitting algorithms decoupling the photometric (appearance and
illumination) and geometric (pose and shape) parts have shown promise. In
the geometric part, these algorithms mostly fit the shape to facial landmarks
only. This is especially promising as 2D facial landmark detection is a quite
mature research area, and facial landmarks can be detected robustly on
in-the-wild images. However these 3DMM fitting algorithms have also not
been applied to in-the-wild images and videos yet, and many of them do
not contain crucial parts like a facial expression model and fitting, without
which it is a futile effort to employ these algorithms on in-the-wild images.
In the light of the promising results of these landmark-fitting algorithms,
and the robustness of facial landmark detection, in this thesis, we develop
a real-time landmark-fitting algorithm for in-the-wild images and videos,
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and investigate the shape reconstruction quality of shape-from-landmarks,
compared with recent nonlinear and learning-based approaches.
1.1 Contributions
This thesis makes a number of contributions in the field of 3D morphable
model fitting:
We present an end-to-end pipeline for real-time 3D face reconstruction
from single images as well as from monocular in-the-wild videos, building
upon the linear shape identity fitting of Aldrian & Smith [AS13]. We develop
a real-time 3D shape-from-landmarks fitting algorithm that explicitly tackles
scenarios occurring when fitting to in-the-wild images, first and foremost
facial expressions and 2D contour correspondences. To that end, we propose
an iterative strategy to fit expression blendshapes and identity parameters,
as well as a dynamic approach to facial contour landmarks fitting. With the
lowest mesh resolution and a minimum number of iterations, the proposed
algorithm has a run time of below 1 millisecond on a regular desktop CPU,
making it possible to fit the model at 1000 frames per second (fps). Using
a higher resolution model, and a recommended amount of 5 iterations of
the algorithm, it still achieves 80 fps, which is orders of magnitude faster
than current existing algorithms. We show experimentally the convergence
of the iterative algorithm, and the effectiveness and importance of the
proposed expression and contour fitting. The overall algorithm exhibits
3D shape reconstruction accuracy on par or exceeding that of algorithms
that run orders of magnitudes slower and use learning-based or nonlinear
optimisation methods.
We then extended the proposed fitting to multiple images, using the
knowledge that there is one identity to reconstruct amongst all frames. The
linear formulation of the shape identity fitting is extended so that each
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frame contributes to the solution, while solving for one set of PCA identity
coefficients. We demonstrate that, using the proposed method, one is able
to achieve state of the art performance, and we show that recovering the
shape from landmarks is on par or of superior accuracy to that achievable
by existing more complex, often nonlinear algorithms that optimise for
appearance error, and are often much slower. Further, to reconstruct face
appearance, a simple weighted-mean based approach is presented to fuse
textures from multiple images, which is applicable in a real-time context.
Finally, the research in this thesis is published as a lightweight open
source library for 3D morphable face model fitting, being one of very few
public and maintained 3DMM fitting frameworks and thus constituting a
significant contribution to the research community.
Together, these innovations enable a range of new applications in con-
sumer applications, augmented and virtual reality, or human-computer
interaction, where real-time interaction and processing are of paramount
importance.
1.2 List of Publications
The following publications have directly emerged from this thesis:
• Real-time 3D Face Fitting and Texture Fusion on In-the-wild Videos,
P. Huber, P. Kopp, W. Christmas, M. Rätsch, J. Kittler, IEEE Signal
Processing Letters, 2017 [HKC+17]
• Real-time 3D Face Super-resolution From Monocular In-the-wild Videos,
P. Huber, W. Christmas, M. Rätsch, A. Hilton, J. Kittler, ACM
SIGGRAPH 2016 Posters, 2016, Anaheim, United States [HCH+16]
• A Multiresolution 3D Morphable Face Model and Fitting Framework,
P. Huber, G. Hu, R. Tena, P. Mortazavian, W. Koppen, W. Christmas,
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M. Rätsch, J. Kittler, International Conference on Computer Vision
Theory and Applications (VISAPP) 2016, Rome, Italy [HHT+16]
• Fitting 3D Morphable Models using Local Features, P. Huber, Z. Feng,
W. Christmas, J. Kittler, M. Rätsch, IEEE International Conference
on Image Processing (ICIP) 2015, Québec City, Canada (Recognised
as a ‘Top 10%’ paper) [HFC+15].
Furthermore, the following publications resulted from collaboration with
other researchers in the field:
• Dynamic Attention-controlled Cascaded Shape Regression Exploiting
Training Data Augmentation and Fuzzy-set Sample Weighting, Z. Feng,
J. Kittler, W. Christmas, P. Huber, X.J. Wu, IEEE Conference on
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) 2017, Honolulu,
USA [FKC+17]
• Efficient 3D Morphable Face Model Fitting, G. Hu, F. Yan, J. Kit-
tler, W. Christmas, C. Chan, Z. Feng, P. Huber, Elsevier Pattern
Recognition, 2017 [HYK+17]
• 3D Morphable Face Models and Their Applications, J. Kittler, P. Huber,
Z. Feng, G. Hu, W. Christmas, International Conference on Articulated
Motion and Deformable Objects (AMDO) 2016, Palma de Mallorca,
Spain [KHF+16]
• Random Cascaded-Regression Copse for Robust Facial Landmark De-
tection, Z. Feng, P. Huber, J. Kittler, W. Christmas, X.J. Wu, IEEE
Signal Processing Letters, Vol:22(1), 2015, pp. 76-80 [FHK+15]
• Report on the FG 2015 Video Person Recognition Evaluation, J. Beveridge
et al., IEEE International Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture
Recognition (FG) 2016, Ljubljana, Slovenia [BZD+15].
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1 The library is called
eos, and it is avail-
able on GitHub un-
der Apache License
2.0: github.com/
patrikhuber/eos
1.3 The eos Open-source Fitting Library
3D morphable face models and software to perform 3D face model fitting
are both not readily and openly available. This is in stark contrast to 2D
methods, like ASMs or AAMs, for which numerous open source models and
implementations exist. Partly, this is due to the fact that generating a 3D
face model is much more involved than generating a 2D model, and 3D
model fitting algorithms are much more complex than their 2D counterparts.
During this thesis, a lightweight open-source software library for 3D
model fitting was developed1. It is amongst very few available and main-
tained 3D face model software packages. The library is a lightweight
header-only 3D Morphable Face Model fitting library, written in modern
C++11/14. Apart from its native C++ interface, it contains Python and
Matlab bindings and is thus usable from most programming languages
prevalent in the computer vision community. The library contains func-
tionality to use 3D morphable face models, and the shape-to-landmarks
fitting algorithm presented in this thesis, offering an open-source solution
to real-time 3D morphable shape model fitting.
Together with the library, we published the Surrey Face Model (SFM),
and a low-resolution shape-only version of the SFM is available as part of
the open source repository, free for non-commercial use. The low-resolution
morphable shape model, consisting of 3448 vertices, is particularly useful
for real-time applications. Additionally, we provide a set of six expression
blendshapes, which enable the use of the model for in-the-wild imagery.
1.4 Outline
This thesis is organised as follows. The following chapter, Chapter 2, gives
an overview of the state of the art in 3D face reconstruction from single
images and from monocular videos, focusing on 3D morphable face models.
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Chapter 3 contains a brief introduction to 3D morphable face models, and
their parts that are used throughout the thesis. Chapter 4 then presents
our novel approach to real-time 3D morphable face model fitting, focusing
on reconstruction from single photographs. In Chapter 5, we extend the
approach to multiple images and videos by considering a closed-form solution
to shape fitting incorporating all images. The chapter also introduces a
method for texture fusion from multiple images, incorporating pose and
quality of frames, to perform multi-view fitting in real-time. Chapter 6
summarises and concludes the findings of the thesis. In Chapter 7, we
outline drawbacks of the proposed approach and present possible future
research directions.
Landmarks and shape
of a 2D Active Ap-
pearance Model.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Face modelling, analysis and reconstruction have been researched for nearly
three decades. In 1991 and 1992 respectively, the landmark papers of
Eigenfaces [TP91] and Active Shape Models [CT92, CTCG95] were to
define the research landscape for years to come. In their seminal work
on Eigenfaces, Turk & Pentland proposed to apply PCA to a set of face
photographs and thus learn a 2D statistical model of face variations, and
used their algorithm for face recognition, face completion, and face tracking.
Cootes & Tailor, in their inaugural publication about Active Shape Models
(ASM), proposed to model the statistical distribution of points on the face
with a shape model, and derived an algorithm to fit this learned model to
novel face images. Subsequent work extended this to Active Appearance
Models [CET98, CET01], which learns a statistical model of face texture
alongside the shape model.
In 1999, Blanz & Vetter [BV99] published their seminal work on 3D
Morphable Face Models, which builds a statistical model of 3D face shape
and colour from densely registered 3D scans, and presents an algorithm
to reconstruct novel faces from a single 2D input photograph. Since then,
numerous methods have been proposed for modelling and analysing faces and
for reconstructing them from 2D input data. Particularly for reconstruction
from a single 2D input photograph, most approaches use a face model or
9
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face template, since the task is to recover 3D face shape information lost
through projection. This chapter thus mainly focuses on model-based, and
specifically 3D Morphable Face Model based face fitting. Some of the most
related non-model based reconstruction approaches are briefly touched upon
as well.
2.1 Single Image 3D Morphable Face Model Fitting
Reconstructing 3D information from a single 2D photograph is an inherently
ill-posed problem, requiring some form of prior knowledge to make the task
feasible. For this reason, many methods use a 3D face template or a
statistical face model of some sort to reconstruct a face in 3D. This section
covers mainly methods that use a 3D Morphable Face Model for this task,
which are most relevant to this thesis. In this setting, the process of
recovering 3D pose and model parameters from an input image is often
referred to as model fitting, or simply fitting.
In their inaugural paper introducing the 3D Morphable Model, Blanz
& Vetter [BV99] proposed to use a non-linear cost-function optimising
for shape, albedo, perspective camera, Phong illumination, and a colour
transformation to fit the model to a 2D image. In an analysis-by-synthesis
way, the cost function aims to minimise the RGB colour differences between
the projected model vertices, given the current parameter estimates, and
the input image. They optimise this cost function with stochastic gradient
descent and a coarse-to-fine strategy with respect to model resolution,
number of coefficients used for fitting, and prior weights. Also, in the last
iterations, the face model is broken down into segments and the coefficients
independently optimised. The fitting is initialised by a rough manual
alignment of the average 3D head.
The subsequent landmark in fitting algorithms is the 2005 proposed
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method by Romdhani & Vetter [RV05], sometimes called Multiple features
fitting. In addition to using pixel intensities, various image features such
as edges or the location of specular highlights are used to construct a cost
surface that is more smooth and with fewer local minima. The fitting is
initialised with manually clicked landmarks, and the cost function is min-
imised using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation algorithm. In [Kno09],
Knothe follows a similar approach, but proposes a segmented model, termed
Global-to-Local (G2L), to increase the representation and generalisation
capacities of the model. An adaptive fitting method is presented that es-
timates the model parameters using a multi-resolution approach, increasing
accuracy and efficiency, with a run time of around 30 seconds per image.
In 2013, Aldrian & Smith [AS13] proposed to decompose the fitting
process into geometric and photometric parts, and state the problem as
multilinear system that can be solved accurately and efficiently. They
use an affine projection to model the camera, and fit the shape only to
landmarks, which has a closed-form solution. Illumination is modelled with
spherical harmonic basis functions, with which illumination and albedo can
be estimated in closed-form. Hu et al. [HYK+17] similarly decompose the
fitting into mostly linear sub-parts, while using a perspective projection
camera model.
Recently, Bas et al. [BSBW16] extended the approach of Aldrian &
Smith by using edges to obtain a more precise shape. The shape is fitted
to landmarks as well as image edges from an edge detector, which improves
the shape fitting wherever image contours are present, notably along the
boundaries of the face. In that work, they estimate only shape, and refrain
from estimating albedo or illumination, and use a scaled orthographic
projection instead of the previously used affine projection.
A different approach that has been explored in the past few years is
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using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to solve the highly
complex fitting problem. Schönborn et al. [SFEV13, SEMFV16] use MCMC-
sampling to fit pose, shape, albedo and illumination, whereby proposals of
new parameter values are generated that are accepted or rejected according
to a Metropolis-Hastings criterion. Their approach is able to directly incor-
porate uncertain face detection and landmark detection results (for example,
multiple face bounding boxes). Usually, a few thousand samples need to
be drawn to approximate the probability distribution of the parameters,
and the resulting run time is in the order of several minutes per image.
They use their approach for face recognition, face attributes estimation (for
example age or hairstyle) and gaze estimation [ESFV14]. In subsequent
works, they incorporated an explicit background model into their fitting
([SEFV15]), and means to handle occlusions ([ESB+16]).
Recently, learning-based methods have been explored for 3DMM fitting.
For example, Huber et al. [HFC+15] and Zhu et al. [ZYY+15] learn re-
gressors that regress from image features (like HOG, Histogram of Oriented
Gradients) to 3DMM parameter updates. Deep-learning based approaches
have also gained popularity amongst 3DMM fitting methods. For ex-
ample, in their follow-up work, 3D Dense Face Alignment (3DDFA), Zhu
et al. [ZLL+16] employed a convolutional neural network to regress shape
model and camera parameter updates. While the last work shows prom-
ising results, in general, these methods suffer from the lack of availability of
ground truth training data that mirrors the conditions that are present when
employing the fitting on in-the-wild data. These learning-based methods
need ground truth of 3D model parameters (or ground truth 3D meshes),
which only exist in the form of databases consisting of 3D scans captured in
lab conditions, and thus, the methods do not generalise well to in-the-wild
test images.
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Most recently, Booth et al. [BAP+17a, BAP+17b] tackled the problem
of learning a 3DMM texture model that is suitable for fitting to in-the-
wild images. Their texture model is learned from in-the-wild images, and
they do not employ an illumination model, thus avoiding the discrepancies
caused by using an albedo model captured from 3D scans acquired in lab
conditions and then applying such a model, together with an illumination
model, to in-the-wild images. Their approach also comprises of a promising
Gauss-Newton optimisation strategy, the Project-Out method, to solve the
resulting nonlinear optimisation problem.
2.2 Multi-frame Reconstruction
Reconstructing 3D from 2D data becomes less ill-posed when information
from multiple images is available, in particular if these images are from
distinct view points. Structure from Motion methods, like for example
Bundle Adjustment, are able to recover static 3D scene geometry from
multiple 2D viewpoints, using no prior knowledge about object geometry
(e.g. [TMHF99, SCD+06, SSS08]). A similar, but more difficult case, is
when the object to be reconstructed is not rigid, for example a human
body or animal, and changes its shape over multiple images. These kinds
of problems are typically tackled with nonrigid Structure from Motion
algorithms (e.g. [BHB00, Bra01, THB03]).
The task can be made slightly easier by injecting prior knowledge that
the object to be reconstructed is a human face, and 3DMMs are an excellent
tool for this purpose. They can model the general face shape as well as shape
variety amongst different individuals, and, optionally, facial expressions,
accounting for the non-rigidity. While Blanz & Vetter [BV99] mention
fitting the model to multiple images, it is not further explored in their
original work. Amberg [Amb11] is among the first who research 3DMM
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fitting to videos. They construct a nonlinear cost function which solves for
a single set of identity and albedo parameters for a given video, and solve
it by optimising over 30 frames of a video at a time. Their work shows very
promising results in somewhat unconstrained, but limited, scenarios, and
requires landmarking of a minimal set of frames manually. Van Rootseler
et al. [vRSV11, vRSV12] research 3DMM fitting to multiple images in
the context of face recognition. They explore two options of extending
the traditional analysis-by-synthesis fitting approach to multiple images:
a) by averaging the fitted PCA shape and colour coefficients from two
images, and b) by extending the traditional non-linear fitting cost function
to include two images, optimising for only one set of PCA shape and colour
coefficients. In a very small-scale evaluation on FRGC and MultiPIE,
they were able to demonstrate benefits using both approaches. Herold et
al. [HDG+12, HDG+14] follow a different approach, and investigate the
use of particle filters to fit a 3DMM under different views and time. They
perform an evaluation on synthetic data, but no follow-up work on real
data exists.
In an a bit different, but pioneering work, originating from the computer
graphics and animation community, Garrido et al. [GVWT13] present an
approach to reconstruct 3D face geometry using personalised blendshape
models. By additionally applying temporally coherent optical flow and
photometric stereo, they are able to reconstruct fine face details such as
wrinkles and laugh lines, at the cost of a run time of around 10 minutes
per frame. Their approach requires significant manual, subject-specific
training and labelling, and results are shown in controlled, frontal scenarios,
from high quality cameras. Ichim et al. [IBP15] present a similarly ground-
breaking work for high-detail recovery of 3D face avatars from hand-held
videos. Their optimisation integrates feature tracking, optical flow, and
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shape from shading, over all frames of a video. Fine-scale details such as
wrinkles are captured separately in normal maps and ambient occlusion
maps. They present results under very controlled conditions, and mostly
frontal poses. Their approach requires manual interaction of about 15
minutes per video, and the run-time is in the order of an hour for a short
video. In a similar work, Wu et al. [WBGB16] construct a local model
with an anatomical constraint to obtain more flexibility and expressiveness
than global models can offer. Their method requires about 1-2 minutes to
reconstruct one frame with a very high resolution mesh (around 700,000
vertices).
Last, in the approach of Booth et al. [BAP+17a, BAP+17b], the authors
also present results on a video dataset by applying the fitting on a per-frame
basis.
2.3 Real-time Methods
Real-time 3D face reconstruction from monocular video streams was not
feasible up until a few years ago. Initial advances have been made by
Xiao et al. [XBMK04] and Matthews et al. [MXB07], which present their
approach of ”combined 2D+3D AAM“ fitting. They propose a real-time
algorithm to fit 2D AAMs while constraining them with 3D shape modes
of a rudimentary 3DMM. The fitting is computed on a per-frame basis
and their algorithm achieves around 60 fps. Their work also provides an
excellent overview of the trade-offs between 2D and 3D models. While
the results are promising, their evaluation is mostly done on images with
homogeneous background in relatively constrained conditions.
Significant progress was made with the broad availability of low cost
depth sensors, or RGB-D cameras, most notably the Microsoft Kinect. For
example, Weise et al. [WBLP11] present one of the first works on real-time,
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markerless 3D shape reconstruction using RGB-D sensors, aimed at the
task of facial reanimation. In a subsequent work, Bouaziz et al. [BWP13]
remove the necessity of the previous approach to learn a user-specific model
in advance by using a dynamic, adaptive expression model, together with
an identity PCA model. Other follow-up work exists, however, this thesis
focuses on the relevant research which works on monocular video, without
requiring a depth sensor.
Major contributions were made by Cao et al. from 2013 onwards. In
one of their first works, [CWLZ13], they present an approach to 3D shape
regression for real-time facial animation. In a tedious preprocessing step,
user-specific training images and blendshapes had to be captured, which
are then applied at run-time, together with a generic 3D shape regressor. In
their follow-up work, [CHZ14], they remove the need for the preprocessing
step by introducing a two-step approach of alternating 3D shape regression
and dynamic adaptation of user-specific blendshapes. Their approach is
shown to be able to deal with notable variations in pose and illumination
conditions, as well as occlusions. However, no evaluation on any public
in-the-wild database is done. Building up on this work, in [CBZB15],
they then present an approach to model more fine-grained face details like
wrinkles by introducing a local model on top of the previously presented
more global method. Identical to the previous approach, it does not require
any user-specific training, but the improved shape detail level comes at the
cost of requiring CUDA and a powerful NVIDIA GTX 980 GPU to run in
real-time. Additionally, results are only shown in frontal, highly controlled
conditions.
In 2015, Jeni et al. [JCK15] present a purely 3D-based regression method,
with consistent landmarks across all poses. Their promising approach
combines dense cascade-regression-based face alignment with a 3D part-
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based deformable model fitting. However, they use rendered 3D meshes to
train their algorithm, which do not contain the variations that occur in 2D
in-the-wild images; for example, the meshes have to be rendered on random
backgrounds. Thus, their algorithm has only been evaluated in somewhat
constrained conditions.
The most recent work of real-time 3DMM fitting is Thies et al. [TZS+16].
They present an approach to 3D face reconstruction and face re-enactment,
where they track the subject in a source video in real-time and re-enact a
different subject in the target video with the facial expressions from the
source actor. In the source video, they employ an impressive real-time
analysis-by-synthesis 3D morphable face model fitting, which minimises the
RGB image error over the face pixels — essentially performing the traditional
3DMM fitting, which normally takes in the order of a minute per image, in
real-time. The cost function consists of the mentioned photo-consistency
term, a landmark constraint, and regularisation priors on the PCA shape,
albedo and expression coefficients. According to the authors, the first few
frames of a video are used as initialisation period, where they fit the albedo
and shape model, which is then kept constant during the remainder of the
tracking, simplifying the problem. The real-time efficiency is achieved with
a highly data-parallel GPU-based Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares
solver, which they implement as a highly customised solution on an NVIDIA
Titan X graphics card. Their approach, run with a commercial 2D facial
landmark tracker, demonstrates impressive performance in their limited
test setup.
2.4 Available 3D Morphable Face Models
Since this thesis entails a 3D Morphable Face Model and a publicly available
fitting algorithm, it is worth giving a brief overview of the state of the art
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of published models. While there exists a number of other techniques to
model faces, we focus on 3DMMs or approaches very close to them.
In 2009, Paysan et al. published the perhaps most well-known Basel Face
Model (BFM) [PKA+09]. It consists of a 3DMM with shape and albedo
PCA models built from 200 example scans, and the mesh contains the face,
ears and neck area, totalling 53490 vertices. The model is widely used in
the community and available on request for research institutions. It does
not contain the ability to model facial expressions, and does not come with
any fitting algorithm.
From 2014 to 2016, Wuhrer et al. released various statistical 3D shape
models [BSBW14, BW15, BW16]. All of their models are trained on the BU-
3DFE face database [YWS+06], and most models also contain scans from
the Bosphorus database [SAD+08]. Their work focuses on 3D registration,
and not on 3D to 2D fitting. Their licence allows use of their models for
non-commerical research purposes.
At the same time, Cao et al. [CWZ+14] published FaceWarehouse, a
dataset of 3D face scans, including expression scans, captured from a Kinect
camera. While they do not make their learned model available, they provide
registered meshes as part of their database, so a model can easily be learned
from them. Scans from the FaceWarehouse database are often used to add
an expression model to the BFM.
Most recently, Booth et al. created 3D morphable models learned from
10,000 faces [BRZ+16]. With the help of their massive amount of data, they
created a global model as well as bespoke models tailored by age, gender
and ethnicity. Their models are available on request to researchers involved
in medically oriented research.
With regards to model fitting algorithms, very little software exists.
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The software of Muré1 is a sometimes mentioned resource of a 3DMM
fitting algorithm. However, in their report ([Mur12]), it is stated that the
implementation is not working correctly. This is only an indication of the
complex task of implementing a non-linear 3DMM fitting algorithm in the
likes of Blanz & Vetter [BV99]. The perhaps most promising resource of a
public 3DMM fitting algorithm is the very recently published MATLAB
code of Bas et al. [BSBW16]. They provide an open-source implementation
to fit the shape model of the BFM to any photographs, given 2D facial
landmarks as input. Their algorithm takes of the order of a minute per
image, and it does not handle facial expressions.
2.5 Summary
Single-image 3D morphable face model fitting from in-the-wild images
presents an ongoing challenge. Existing analysis-by-synthesis based ap-
proaches have only demonstrated very limited success on in-the-wild imagery.
We identify a number of key problems:
Albedo and illumination model The traditional albedo model of
3DMMs is built from 3D scans captured in lab-conditions. There is a
large discrepancy between the appearance variations captured by these
scans, and the conditions present in in-the-wild images. Furthermore, these
scans are usually captured with no or little facial hair and with no hair
occluding the face area. Last, it is unclear which illumination models
(for example the Phong model or Spherical harmonics) are adequate for
in-the-wild images.
Cost function & optimisation The task at hand is a complex nonlinear
optimisation problem, with many parameters involved. A plethora of
1https://github.com/MichaelMure/3DMM
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different cost functions have been devised, incorporating multi-resolution
approaches and various terms like image edges or silhouette constraints
— all with the goal of making the optimisation more robust and converge
to a better optimum. The importance of the choice of cost function and
optimiser, particularly in conjunction with the mentioned problems with
the albedo model, has not yet been sufficiently analysed.
Imaging conditions The occurrence of external occlusions and glasses
make the analysis-by-synthesis approach problematic on in-the-wild images.
Additionally, strong landmark constraints or an explicit background model
(see [SEFV15]) are needed to prevent shrinking of the model during fitting.
The MCMC-based fitting approach of Schönborn et al. tackles many of
these issues, but at the cost of a run time even slower than the traditional
methods. The approaches that decouple the fitting into linear sub-steps
show promise, but at the cost of decoupling the shape reconstruction
from appearance completely, recovering the shape only from landmarks.
Additionally, many of the state of the art works in 3DMM fitting do not
tackle problems occurring in in-the-wild images like strong facial expressions
or the mismatch of vertex correspondences from the facial contour detected
by a 2D landmark finder and 3D mesh vertices.
Learning based methods have shown promise to avoid the issues of
the nonlinear optimisation task. However, the new issue arises that these
methods require 3D ground truth to be trained on, and that 3D ground
truth is not available for in-the-wild imagery. Hence, these methods have
only demonstrated limited applicability under difficult conditions so far.
With regards to multi-image 3D face reconstruction, most algorithms
originating from the graphics community are able to produce high-detailed
3D shape output, but require in the order of minutes and hours to process
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a video, and are thus targeted at different applications. Additionally, many
require tedious manual interaction, and are meant for more controlled
scenarios. There has been work done on multi-image 3DMM fitting, but in
general, it has not yet been evaluated systematically.
Significant advances have been made in real-time 3D face tracking and
reconstruction over the last few years. However many of the approaches
suffer from the same issues as the single-image methods — most approaches
are not evaluated on true in-the-wild imagery, require 3D ground truth for
training, a powerful GPU to run in real-time, or are heavily dependent on
good, often commercial, 2D facial landmark detections.
It is also noteworthy that 3D face models have by far not been adopted
as widely as their 2D counterparts. Not many research groups possess the
manpower required to construct a 3DMM, and most of the few existing
3DMMs are only available after signing licence agreements. Even after
obtaining a 3DMM, there exists only the open-source algorithm of Bas et
al. to perform model fitting (which was released one year after ours), but
no code for real-time fitting or a framework to interact with 3DMMs is
openly available. We believe these considerable hurdles are significantly
impeding the more widespread adoption of 3D methods and 3D morphable
face models specifically and this thesis aims to tackle some of these issues.
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Chapter 3
3D Morphable Face Models
A 3D Morphable Face Model is a statistical model of face shape and
appearance, built from a set of registered 3D face scans. PCA is applied
to both the shape and vertex-colour data to obtain a model which spans
a low-dimensional linear subspace of face shape and appearance, learned
from example 3D scans. One can morph between these faces in PCA space,
transfer face characteristics from one face to a different face, or generate
new faces, which gave the model its name, morphable model.
In this chapter, we will briefly introduce the most important steps of
model construction and define the components of a Morphable Model used
throughout this thesis.
3.1 3D Mesh Registration
A 3D Morphable Model is typically built from a number of 3D face scans,
usually captured in a lab with a stationary high-resolution 3D face scanner.
For the Surrey Face Model, used throughout this thesis, the 3D scans
have been acquired using a 3dMDface1 camera system that consists of
two structured light projectors, 4 infrared cameras that capture the light
pattern and are used to reconstruct the 3D shape, and two RGB cameras
1http://www.3dmd.com/. In particular, a 3dMDface system from around 2007 was
used to capture the scans.
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recording a high-resolution face texture. Half the cameras record the face
from the left side, the other half from the right side, resulting in an almost
180◦ view of the face. The images are acquired under somewhat uniform
illumination to ensure that the model texture is representative of face skin
albedo only. The 3dMDface software reconstructs a textured 3D mesh from
this information.
Figure 3.1: (left): Raw mesh output from the 3dMDface software. (middle): Texture
image from two angles captured by the 3dMDface cameras. (right): The scan and texture
densely registered to a 3D reference mesh.
After these high-resolution 3D scans have been acquired, a key property
of a 3DMM is that the scans have to be brought into dense correspondence
before building the face model. A 3D to 3D shape registration algorithm is
used for this purpose, in our case the Iterative Multi-resolution Dense 3D
Registration (IMDR) method from Tena et al. [THHI06]. Figure 3.1 shows
an example scan with the captured mesh on the left, the RGB texture in
the middle, and the scan after registration to the 3D reference mesh. As
this thesis makes use of the model and its multiple resolution levels, the
mesh registration algorithm is in the following briefly outlined.
The IMDR algorithm uses a deformable reference 3D face model and
performs a combination of global mapping, local matching and energy-
minimisation to establish dense correspondence among all the scans at
different resolution levels. The generic reference face we used consists of
845 vertices and 1610 triangles. The following is a high-level overview of
the process:
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1. The target scan is denoised using Gaussian and median filtering if
spikes and noise are present.
2. A global mapping is performed from the generic face template to the
target scan using facial landmarks, smoothly deforming the template
mesh.
3. A local matching is done on the current resolution level based on the
distances between reference and target vertices. If a particular vertex
cannot be matched, its mirrored counterpart is used (and if that fails
as well, the algorithm interpolates using the neighbouring matches).
4. The final set of matches guides an energy minimisation process that
conforms the reference mesh to the target scan. Steps 3 and 4 are
iterated.
5. The generic reference mesh is subdivided using a 4-8 mesh subdivision
algorithm [VZ01].
6. Steps 3 to 5 are repeated until the desired highest mesh resolution is
achieved.
This process results in a number of intermediary registration results,
with the mesh resolution levels (number of vertices) 1724, 3448, 16759
and 29587. As part of this thesis, an even lower resolution model of 845
vertices has been generated, which corresponds to the number of vertices
of the reference mesh. Figure 3.2 depicts three of these mesh resolutions
with a close-up on the model’s mesh, namely the meshes with 845 and
3448 vertices, and the highest resolution mesh with 29587 vertices. It is
noteworthy that the higher resolution meshes are built upon the lower
resolutions, and therefore each vertex from a lower resolution mesh is also
present in all higher resolution meshes, and has the same vertex index.
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For the Surrey Face Model, 168 captured and registered scans from
earlier works were used. The recorded subjects represent a diverse range
of skin tones and face shapes to well represent the multicultural make up
of many modern societies. Non-Caucasian people are well-represented and
significant numbers of subjects from other races are included allowing the
model to generalise well to people from various backgrounds. This is one
key difference to other existing 3DMMs, for example the Basel Face Model,
which consists of a majority of Caucasian subjects.
Figure 3.2: Close-up of the different mesh resolutions of the Surrey Face Model. (left):
The lowest-resolution model with 845 vertices. (middle): Medium-resolution model (3448
vertices) (right): The full resolution model (29587 vertices).
This section also highlights one core difference between 3DMMs and
2D-based methods like AAMs. To build a 3DMM, high-quality 3D scans are
used that have been captured in the lab and under controlled illumination
conditions — ideally, under homogeneous diffuse-only illumination, so
that the resulting texture reflects what is called face albedo. That face
albedo, when being rendered and lit with an illumination model like Phong
illumination or Spherical harmonics, makes up the final face appearance
we are used to seeing. In practice, however, it is quite difficult to create
such conditions, which is why the albedo model part of a 3DMM is also
often simply referred to as colour- or texture model. To avoid ambiguity, in
this thesis, we will refer to the PCA appearance model as albedo or colour
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model, and use the word texture whenever RGB data from the original
image is used (for example remapped onto the model). Furthermore, when
capturing 3D scans of subjects, hair is usually tied back not to obstruct
the face area, and often scans are taken without or with little facial hair
present.
In contrast to these 3D models, 2D models are often built from in-the-
wild images directly, which contain all the appearance variations that would
be present in later test images as well. 2D models can be much more easily
built since they only require 2D landmark annotations, which can easily and
accurately be obtained. Illumination and face appearance are not separated,
so that the resulting appearance model contains illumination variations and
things like shadows too, which makes both model creation as well as model
fitting a much easier task.
3.2 A PCA Model of Faces
After a 3D face scan has been brought into dense correspondence, its mesh
is represented as a vector S ∈ R3N , containing the x, y and z components
of the shape, and a vector T ∈ R3N , containing the per-vertex RGB colour
information. N is the number of mesh vertices. All training meshes are
then stacked in a data matrix, to which PCA is applied, separately to the
shape and colour data. The resulting 3DMM consists of two PCA models,
one for the shape and one for the colour information. Each PCA model
M := (v¯,σ,V) (3.1)
consists of the components v¯ ∈ R3N , which is the mean of the example
meshes, a set of principal components V = [v1, . . . ,vm] ∈ R3N×m, and the
standard deviations σ ∈ Rm. m is the number of principal components, so
that 99% of the variance in the original data is retained. m ≤ n− 1, where
n is the number of scans used to build the model.
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With this simple model, novel faces can be generated by calculating
S = v¯ +
m∑
i=1
αiσivi (3.2)
for the shape, where the vector α ∈ Rm conveys the shape coefficients, a
set of 3D face instance coordinates in the shape PCA space. The same can
be calculated for the colour model.
To analyse the variations in the built face model, we can visualise the
directions of largest variance in the PCA space by taking the formula in
Equation 3.2 and setting a specific αi to a fixed value while setting all
others to zero. The resulting face mesh S can then be rendered. Figure 3.3
shows the mean of the model and the first three shape components set to
±2 standard deviations. The first components mainly account for global
structure of the face, like global face shape (more round or square, slim or
chubby) and size of the face. Later components model the finer structures
of the face.
Figure 3.4 depicts the colour PCA model with the colour coefficients set
to ±2 standard deviations. Varying the first component of the colour model
results mainly in a change of global skin colour from black to white, while
the second component models more diverse changes relating to the gender.
The third component encodes a mixture of skin colour and possibly gender.
For the reasons mentioned before, in this thesis, only the shape model of
the 3DMM is used. For the face appearance, we use the RGB information
directly extracted from images, as will be described in Section 3.4. The
models mainly used throughout this thesis are the newly generated 845
vertices model, as well as the 3448 vertices model. Some figures use the 845
vertices model for the sake of a better visualisation.
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Figure 3.3: The mean face and shape variation of the high-resolution Surrey Face Model.
The figure shows the first three PCA shape coefficients at -2 and +2 standard deviations.
Figure 3.4: The mean face and colour variation of the high-resolution Surrey Face Model.
The figure shows the first three PCA colour coefficients at -2 and +2 standard deviations.
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3.3 Facial Expression Modeling
Many in-the-wild images contain subjects with non-neutral expressions, and
in a video with a moving target, there will be a degree of facial expression
visible in many frames, thus creating a need for the face model to be able
to model facial expressions. Among others, there are two standard ways to
handle expressions with a 3D Morphable Model, or face models in general:
A) Expression PCA: Expressions are modelled with an additional PCA
model, learned from a set of 3D expression scans (e.g. [Rod07, BBPV03,
AKV08]). This approach has the advantage that it takes into account
that different subjects exhibit the same expression differently — e.g. two
people’s smiles are different. The expression PCA model forms a second
PCA basis of expressions, separate from the PCA identity space described
in the previous section. To fit expressions in a novel image, a set of PCA
expression coefficients has to be estimated. One drawback of this approach
is that the expression coefficients do not have a semantic meaning, i.e. a
specific coefficient is not associated with a particular expression.
B) Blendshapes: Modelling expressions with linear expression blend-
shapes (see e.g. [PL06]), computed either from a set of 3D expression scans
or crafted by hand. In this case, each expression is modelled with one
blendshape, where a blendshape describes a linear offset in x, y and z for
each vertex. During fitting, one blendshape coefficient has to be estimated
for each expression blendshape, and the coefficients, ψ ∈ Rk, where k is
the number of blendshapes, are equal or larger than zero, and usually we
desire ψj ∈ [0, 1] ∀j. Blendshapes have the advantage that they can be
precisely modelled by hand, if required, and the semantic information is
not lost: one blendshape coefficient steers exactly one blendshape, and
each blendshape has usually a direct semantic meaning (for example a
“smile” expression, or a Facial Action Coding System blendshape (FACS,
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[EF78, EFH02])). Additionally, new blendshapes can easily be added to a
set of existing blendshapes, without having to re-learn the expression basis
from all 3D scans.
The first approach is often employed in the domain of computer vision,
while in computer graphics, there is a strong prevalence of blendshapes. In
this thesis, we use linear expression blendshapes because of their simplicity
and extensibility. We generate six expression blendshapes, representing the
six universal emotions by Ekman [Ekm89, Ekm92]: anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness and surprise. These blendshapes are computed from 3D
expression scans from the CVSSP 3D scan database [Rod07]. The database
consists of 10 scans for each of the 6 expressions. To create the blendshapes,
we compute the average amongst all 10 scans for each expression, resulting
in 6 linear blendshapes (offset vectors). Because the vertices of the lower
mesh resolution levels are subsets of the highest resolution levels, we can
take the same subset of vertices on the expression blendshape vectors to
obtain blendshapes for the lower model resolution levels. Figure 3.5 shows
the six created expression blendshapes, added to the mean shape with each
coefficient separately set to 1 while all others are kept at 0.
Figure 3.5: The six created expression blendshapes, visualised with the mean face. From left to right: anger, disgust,
fear, happiness, sadness and surprise.
The blendshapes are stacked into a matrix B, where each column repres-
ents one blendshape. A face shape S is then constructed by the PCA model
(for identity) and a linear combination of the expression blendshapes:
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S = v¯ +
m∑
i=1
αiσivi +
k∑
j=1
ψjBj, (3.3)
where Bj is the j-th column of B (the j-th blendshape) and ψj the corres-
ponding blendshape coefficient.
3.4 Texturing
The PCA colour model is a useful representation for the appearance of a face,
but in some cases it is desirable to use the pixel colour information (texture)
from the image or a combination of the two. This may be particularly
desired in light of the shortcomings of the PCA colour model discussed
in Section 2.5. The texture from the input image remapped onto the
mesh preserves all details of a face’s appearance, while some high-frequency
information is lost if a face is only represented using the PCA colour model.
Another reason to use the texture is to avoid a colour and light model
fitting, for example in consideration of run-time. Therefore, we would like
a 2D representation of the whole face mesh that we can use to store the
remapped texture. We create such a generic representation with the isomap
algorithm of Tenenbaum et al. [TSL00]: it finds a projection from the 3D
vertices to a 2D plane that preserves the geodesic distance between the mesh
vertices. Our mapping is computed with the algorithm from Tena [Rod07].
In contrast to other representations, like for example cube mapping,
this isomap has the advantage that it can be stored as a single 2D image,
and it has face-like appearance, i.e. it can be easily used with existing
face recognition and face analysis techniques. The isomap coordinates
are only generated once, that is, the isomaps of different people are in
dense correspondence with each other, meaning each location in the isomap
corresponds to the same physical point in the face of every subject (for
example, a hypothetical point x = [100, 120] is always the center of the
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right eye). This makes the isomap especially suitable for processing with
further algorithms. Figure 3.6 shows the isomap of the 3448 vertices model
as a wireframe.
Figure 3.6: Texture representation in the form of an isomap. The 3D mesh vertices
are projected to 2D with an algorithm that preserves the geodesic distance between
vertices, resulting in a pose-independent, detail-preserving textural representation of a
face. Shown is the isomap of the sfm_3448.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the 3D Morphable Model used in this thesis,
and how we model facial expressions and texture. We created a low-
resolution 3D shape model consisting of 845 vertices, which is best suited
for real-time applications, when run time is of utmost importance. We
further created 6 facial expression blendshapes, corresponding to Ekman’s
universal emotions, and we make these expression blendshapes, together
with the 3448 vertices 3D shape model, publicly available as Surrey Face
Model.
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Chapter 4
Real-time 3D Shape Model
Fitting
This chapter presents the proposed real-time shape-to-landmarks fitting
algorithm. We introduce all the steps of our proposed algorithm: Pose
estimation, shape identity fitting, expression fitting, and contour fitting.
The proposed algorithm is then thoroughly evaluated, and we demonstrate
state-of-the-art results with our shape-to-landmarks fitting compared to a
more complex, non-linear fitting method.
In particular, we present two contributions most important to fitting to
landmarks from in-the-wild images: A multi-linear solution to expression
blendshapes fitting that alternates with shape identity fitting, and a dynamic
method using 2D contour landmarks, often output by facial landmark
detectors, in the 3DMM fitting. These 2D face contour landmarks are
especially important to accurately reconstruct the global face shape (e.g.
the face width). Overall, each of the steps contributes to the real-time
capability of the proposed fitting method and to robust fitting results on a
variety of in-the-wild images.
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4.1 Orthographic Camera Model
To fit a 3DMM to a 2D image, an explicit camera or imaging model is
needed, that projects the model from 3D space to 2D image space. The
pose of a face is thus modelled explicitly and separate from object shape.
When fitting the model to a 2D image, these camera or pose parameters
have to be recovered together with the face shape parameters.
The camera model projects a face instance S from its model-centred 3D
coordinates to coordinates in the image plane. It can be expressed with a
function P(S,ρ) : R3N → R2N , where S is the shape instance and ρ a set of
camera parameters. Various camera models can be chosen — for example,
common choices are perspective, (scaled) orthographic, or affine projection.
The projection of a 3D point or vertex v = [x, y, z]T from the shape instance
S to a 2D point in the image, v′ = [x′, y′]T, can be expressed in two steps:
First, with a rotation and translation into the camera coordinate system:
vc = [xc, yc, zc]T = Rv + t, (4.1)
where R ∈ R3×3 is a rotation matrix and t = [tx, ty, tz]T is a translation
vector.
Then, a camera projection is applied:
v′ = pi(ρintr,vc), (4.2)
where ρintr is a set of intrinsic camera parameters that depend on the camera
model that is used. In case of scaled orthographic projection, the intrinsic
parameters consist only of a scale parameter s, and the projection becomes:
v′ = pi(s,vc) = s
1 0 0
0 1 0
vc. (4.3)
The full set of camera parameters is then: ρ = [s,R, tx, ty] (tz is omitted
in the orthographic projection). The rotation, here expressed as rotation
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matrix R, can be expressed in various ways — for example in Euler angles,
or, often preferred, as quaternions (see also next section). These parameters
ρ have to be recovered when fitting the model to a novel image.
4.1.1 Motivation
In the following, we will motivate the choice of the scaled orthographic
projection for this thesis. We will start by investigating some of the popular
choices. First, an affine camera model is an attractive choice. The algorithm
of choice is the Gold Standard Algorithm of Hartley & Zisserman [HZ03],
which provides a way to find the least squares approximation of an affine
camera matrix given a number of 2D–3D point pairs. This method has
been successfully employed for morphable model fitting by Aldrian &
Smith [AS13]. It is attractive because the algorithm has a closed-form
solution. However, there is a compelling argument against its use: It does
not constrain the estimated camera transformation, and the resulting faces
can exhibit considerable shear, as well as non-uniform scaling in the x
and y axes. In practice, we often observe that this results in unnatural
deformations of the face, and shape variations (like e.g. a slim face) being
explained by the camera parameters, instead of shape variation. Figure 4.1
shows an example of this behaviour, with a relatively narrow face. In
Figure 4.1a, on the left, we can see the mesh from the model fitting with the
affine camera estimation, projected back to 2D. The mesh fits relatively well
to the face in 2D. However, when looking at the mesh in 3D, on the right, we
can see that the face shape was estimated to be too wide. The narrowness
of the fitted face on the left stems from the parameters estimated by the
camera projection: it estimated sx, the scaling in the (horizontal) x axis, to
be sx = 1.22, and the scaling in the (vertical) y axis sy = 2.40, resulting
in a good fit after projection with these parameters, but an incorrectly
recovered 3D face shape.
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(a) Affine projection([HZ03]) (b) Scaled orthographic projection (Chapter 4.1.2)
Figure 4.1: An issue of the affine pose estimation algorithm. The figure shows a relatively narrow face, fitted
with the affine camera model and the scaled orthographic model. (a): The affine projection includes non-rigid
transformations like non-uniform scaling. This results in the narrow face being explained by the camera parameters,
not the shape (i.e. the mesh on the right side of the subfigure is estimated too wide). (b): The scaled orthographic
projection only allows rigid camera transformations. The narrowness of the face is correctly explained with shape
variation, as can be seen in the mesh visualisation on the right.
A popular alternative is to employ a scaled orthographic projection
camera model. It is attractive because it constrains the space of possible
transformations to the space of rigid motions in Euclidean space, SE(3),
and additionally allows for scaling. Figure 4.1b shows the same face picture,
previously fitted with the affine camera model, now fitted with a scaled
orthographic camera model. We observe that again the mesh fits well to
the face in the 2D image. However, in this case, the actual 3D face shape
is estimated much better. The narrowness of the face is explained by the
shape identity parameters, and not by the camera projection.
When estimating the parameters of the scaled orthographic camera model,
though the projection is linear, an orthogonality constraint has to be imposed
on the rotation matrix R to limit the possible transformations to rigid
rotations, i.e. the columns of R have to be orthogonal. In fact, using the 9
parameters of the 3× 3 rotation matrix to specify rotation in 3D makes the
problem overconstrained. A popular, but not necessarily good choice, is to
parameterise the 3D rotation using Euler angles, specifically yaw, pitch and
roll. However, Euler angles are not an ideal parameterisation for rotation.
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The order in which they are applied needs to be clearly specified, and they
are ambiguous: for example, a yaw rotation of 0° is the same as a rotation
of 360° or 720°. Furthermore, they suffer from problems like gimbal lock,
the loss of one degree of freedom. Often, another parameterisation is chosen
for the rotation, namely unit or rotation quaternions. Rotation quaternions
uniquely define a rotation in 3D with 4 parameters. They are commonly
used in non-linear optimisation problems in computer vision (e.g. Bundle
Adjustment, see Triggs et al. [TMHF99] for a more detailed discussion).
Quaternions can easily be converted to rotation matrices or Euler angles,
if required. Nonlinear solvers, like the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,
are then used to estimate the camera parameters. However, successful
convergence highly depends on the initialisation of the optimisation, the
choice of the optimiser, its implementation, and a plethora of parameters
that these nonlinear optimisers usually have. In practice, we have found
that these optimisers often get stuck in local minima. Figure 4.2a shows
an example where we estimate the scaled orthographic projection with the
Levenberg-Marquardt solver from the Eigen library [GJ+10]. The rotation
is parameterised with the three Euler angles. The algorithm fails to fully
converge, and gets stuck in a local minimum. In Figure 4.2b, we show the
result of employing the state-of-the-art nonlinear solver Ceres [AMO], with
the rotation parameterised as unit quaternions. Ceres converges to a better
solution, but the results still depend heavily on the choice of parameters and
the input data. Figure 4.2c shows the result with the scaled orthographic
projection estimation introduced in the next section.
Another popular choice is perspective projection. Perspective projection,
in principle, suffers from the same problems as the orthographic projection,
as a nonlinear optimiser has to be employed. In fact, the perspective
projection introduces nonlinearity. Additionally, it introduces an additional
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(a) Scaled orthographic projection
(Eigen Levenberg-Marquardt)
(b) Scaled orthographic projection
(Ceres)
(c) Scaled orthographic projection
(Chapter 4.1.2)
Figure 4.2: Issues of different pose estimation algorithms. (a,b): Non-linear optimisers often get stuck in local
minima and are highly dependent on initialisation and choice of optimisation parameters. (c): The two-step, iterative
scaled orthographic projection estimation works well, and does not have any parameters to tune.
parameter, the focal length of the camera. Smith [Smi16] has shown that
there is an ambiguity between the focal length, z-coordinates of a vertex,
and the shape. For 3D shape reconstruction from a single image, it is
therefore not a good choice, since it is a highly ambiguous problem, even
with a 3D face model prior. In the work of Booth et al. [BAP+17a], a
perspective camera model is used, but it is then explicitly mentioned that
they found it beneficial to keep the focal length constant in most cases, due
to its ambiguity with the z translation tz of the camera.
In the following, we present our approach to solving for the scaled
orthographic projection parameters, which we found to be much more
robust, and successful on all images, without requiring any parameter
tuning. Figure 4.2c shows an example of the pose fitting employed in
this thesis. This approach has in parallel also been proposed by Bas et
al. [BSBW16].
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4.1.2 Closed-form Scaled Orthographic Pose Estimation
Our solution to estimating the scaled orthographic projection parameters
consists of two steps. The problem is posed as the following: Given a
set of 2D landmark locations and their known correspondences in the
3D Morphable Model, the goal is to estimate the pose of the face (or
the position of the camera, which in our case is the same problem). To
formulate the problem leading to a closed-form solution, we first operate
under the assumption of an affine camera model. The Gold Standard
Algorithm of Hartley & Zisserman [HZ03] provides a way to find a least
squares approximation of a camera matrix given a number of 2D–3D point
pairs.
We define the set of detected or labelled 2D landmark points in the
image, {xi}, where each xi ∈ R3, and the corresponding set of 3D model
points, {Xi}, with each Xi ∈ R4. Both are represented in homogeneous
coordinates, i.e. with the last component set to unity. From these two sets
of points, given L ≥ 4 correspondences, we wish to determine the camera
matrix A ∈ R3×4 that minimises ∑i ‖xi −AXi‖2, subject to the affine
constraint A3 = [0, 0, 0, 1], where A3 is the third row of A. The two sets
of points are first normalised by similarity transforms that translate the
centroid of the image and model points to the origin and scale them so that
the Root-Mean-Square distance from their origin is
√
2 for the landmarks
and
√
3 for the model points respectively: x˜i = Txi with T ∈ R3×3, and
X˜i = UXi with U ∈ R4×4. We then estimate a normalised camera matrix
A˜ ∈ R3×4. Each pair of correspondences (Xi,xi) contributes two equations:X˜Ti 0T
0T X˜Ti

A˜T1
A˜T2
 =
x˜i
y˜i
 , (4.4)
where A˜i is the i-th row of A˜, and x˜i and y˜i are the x and y coordinates of
x˜i respectively. Stacking these equations results in a system of equations
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A8p8 = b, where p8 ∈ R8 consists of the first two rows of A˜. We compute
the solution using the pseudo-inverse, yielding the first two rows of A˜:
p8 = A+8b, and set the third row of A˜ to [0, 0, 0, 1]. The final camera
matrix is obtained by undoing the normalisation that was applied in the
beginning: A = T−1A˜U.
Computing the camera matrix A involves solving a linear system of
equations — the algorithm calculates the least squares solution, so any
number of corresponding points can be given. This process is also very fast,
taking of the order of microseconds to compute. However, as described
before, the estimated affine camera matrix A is not confined to the space
of rigid motions in Euclidean space, SE(3), which we would desire for our
camera model.
In the second step, we thus constrain the pose estimation to rigid
transformations, and in particular to a scaled orthographic projection.
From the estimated affine camera matrix A, following Bas et al. [BSBW16],
we define the row vectors r1 = A1,1:3 and r2 = A2,1:3. We extract the scale
parameter as s = (‖r1‖+ ‖r2‖)/2, and the translation as t = [A1,4, A2,4]T.
We then perform singular value decomposition on the matrix formed from
r1, r2, and the axis orthogonal to the plane spanned by r1 and r2, r1×r2, to
obtain the closest orthonormal rotation matrix to the original affine matrix:
UΣWT =

r1
r2
r1 × r2
 . (4.5)
The rotation matrix is then given by R = UWT. If det(R) = −1, the
third row of U needs to be negated and subsequently R recomputed, to
guarantee that it is a valid rotation matrix.
The final result is a full set of scaled orthographic projection parameters
ρ, consisting of the scale s, rotation matrix R with orthonormal columns,
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and the translation t containing tx and ty. In contrast to other methods
which estimate the camera parameters using linear or nonlinear optimisation
procedures with constraints, the method used here offers a direct, robust
and fast two-step way to estimate a scaled orthographic projection. In
practice, together with the iterative fitting approach, we found that it
converges fast and provides excellent results, assuming that a face is not
severely affected by the perspective effect.
4.2 Closed-form PCA Shape Fitting
Given the estimated camera pose, the 3D shape model is fitted to the sparse
set of 2D landmarks to produce an identity-specific 3D shape. To estimate
the shape in closed-form solution, we use the linear shape fitting of Aldrian
& Smith [AS13]. We find the most likely vector of PCA shape coefficients α
by minimising the distance between given 2D landmarks and the projected
model points, using the following cost function:
E =
3L∑
i=1
(yp,i − yi)2
2σ22D,i
+ λ‖α‖2 , (4.6)
where ‖α‖2 is a prior on the shape coefficients. L is the number of landmarks,
and σ22D the variances of these landmark points (e.g. obtained during the
training of a landmark detector). y = [y1, . . . , y3L]T is a stacked vector
of detected or labelled 2D landmarks in homogeneous coordinates, and
yp = [yp,1, . . . , yp,3L]T is a stacked vector of the 3D Morphable Model shape
points that correspond to the respective 2D landmarks, projected to 2D
using the estimated camera matrix. To project the model points from 3D
to 2D, we construct a camera matrix C ∈ R3×4:
C = s

R1,: tx
R2,: ty
0 0 0 1
 , (4.7)
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where Rn,: is the n-th row of R. We then construct a block-diagonal matrix
P ∈ R3N×4N that contains copies of the camera matrix C on its diagonal.
Finally, we can project all vertices corresponding to the 2D landmarks to the
image plane with: yp = P · (Vˆhα+ v¯), where Vˆh is a modified PCA shape
basis matrix that consists only of the rows from the full basis matrix V that
correspond to the landmark points that the shape is fitted to. The basis
vectors are multiplied with the square root of their respective eigenvalue,
and, because the derivation is expressed in homogeneous coordinates, a row
of zeros is inserted after every third row. With this formulation, the cost
function in Eq. (4.6) can be expressed in terms of a standard regularised
quadratic form with diagonal distance matrix, which has the form:
E = (Dα+ b)TΩ(Dα+ b) + λ ‖α‖2 , (4.8)
where we set D = PVˆh, b = Pv¯− y, and Ω = diag(σ−22D).
This standard formulation can be solved in closed-form (derived by
[AS13] and in Appendix A), and we arrive at the solution for the shape
identity coefficients α:
α = −(VˆThPTΩPVˆh + λI)−1(VˆThPTΩT(Pv¯− y)), (4.9)
where λ is a regularisation parameter that guides the influence of the prior
‖α‖2. With the recovered shape coefficients α, the corresponding shape
instance S can be generated with Eq. 3.2.
4.3 Linear Expression Fitting
In addition to fitting the PCA identity shape model, we need to estimate
facial expressions. We model expressions with a set of additive expression
blendshapes B, as introduced in Section 3.3.
To find the blendshape coefficients ψ, we use a standard least-squares
formulation, similar to Section 4.2. However, since both identity and
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expressions have to be estimated, we propose a modified formulation, and
combine the identity and expression fitting, which results in a bi-linear
system with respect to the unknowns α and ψ that can efficiently be solved
by keeping one fixed and estimating the other. The role of the two unknowns
is alternated. Instead of using the mean shape v¯ in Eq. 4.9, we substitute
it with a face instance Sα, generated with the currently estimated α:
Sα = v¯ +
m∑
i=1
αiσivi. (4.10)
We further define the matrix Bˆh, where Bˆh is modified from B in the same
way as Vˆh in Section 4.2, and we set:
ψ = −(PBˆh)−1(PSα − y). (4.11)
We solve this system of equations with a Non-Negative Least Squares
(NNLS) algorithm ([LH95]). In practice, we observed that an additional
regularisation term (as employed in the shape identity fitting) is not needed
in this case. The blendshape coefficients are constrained to be equal or
larger than zero by the NNLS algorithm, and they usually do not reach
values above around 1 during the fitting. If the fitting is not constrained
to negative coefficients, i.e. we were to use the closed-form least-squares
solution, we observe implausible shape deformations in a number of images,
since the blendshapes are defined as positive vertex offsets. Figure 4.3
shows an example fitting result where we compare the closed-form solution
with the solution from the NNLS solver, and we can see implausible mesh
deformations, particularly around the mouth region, if the blendshape
coefficients are not constrained to be positive.
Once an estimate of the blendshape coefficients ψ is computed, we gener-
ate an identity-neutral shape instance Sψ using these estimated coefficients:
Sψ = v¯ +
k∑
j=1
ψjBj, (4.12)
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Figure 4.3: Expression fitting with and without the non-negativity constraint. (left):
Example image. (middle): Close-up of the resulting mesh with least-squares fitting,
without non-negativity constraint. The mesh exhibits implausible deformations. (right):
Close-up of the fitted mesh with non-negative least-squares solver. The mesh does not
contain implausible deformations.
and use this face instance in Eq. 4.9 of the identity shape fitting instead
of the mean face v¯. These two linear systems of the shape identity and
expression blendshape fitting can then be solved alternately, with Sα and
Sψ being updated in each iteration. The result of the fitting is the identity-
specific shape coefficients α and expression blendshape coefficients ψ.
Besides modelling the subject’s expressions, blendshape fitting can be
used to remove a facial expression from a subject, or to re-render it with
a different expression. Figure 4.4 shows an example video frame with a
strong expression, the expression-neutralised face, and a re-rendering with
a synthesised expression.
Figure 4.4: Frame with strong expression and expression-neutralised image. (left): Input
frame. (middle): Expression-neutralised 3D model. (right): Face with artificially added
smile expression.
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4.4 Dynamic Contour Correspondences
In general, the outer face contours present in the 2D image do not correspond
to unique contours on the 3D model. At the same time, these contours are
important for an accurate face reconstruction, as they define the boundary
region of the face. This problem has had limited attention in the research
community, but for example Bas et al. [BSBW16] recently provided an
excellent overview describing the problem in more detail.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the problem and importance of contour fitting,
and the result with the proposed algorithm. Apart from being important
for an accurate shape fitting, this also has a direct impact on the texture
extraction. If the model is not fitted well around the face contour, the
extracted texture will contain a significant amount of background.
(a) Without contour fitting (b) With the proposed contour
fitting
Figure 4.5: Importance of the facial contour for accurate 3D shape and appearance
recovery.
To deal with this problem of contour correspondences, we introduce a
contour fitting approach consisting of two separate components. Given a cur-
rent pose estimate (for example obtained using all non-contour landmarks),
the 2D contour is separated into the front-facing (camera-facing) contour,
and the back-facing, occluding edge contour. Figure 4.6 (left) depicts the
front-facing and occluded contours. They are then fitted separately, as
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described in the next sections.
Figure 4.6: Overview of the proposed occluding-contour fitting. (left): All detected
2D landmarks. (middle): 3D mesh of the current 3D fitting estimate, projected to 2D.
(right): The mesh vertices satisfying our occluding boundary requirement.
4.4.1 Front-facing Contour
Given the topology of the Surrey Face Model, the front-facing contour
(that is, the half of the contour closer to the camera, for example the right
face contour when a subject looks to the left) approximately follows the
outline of the mesh from the chin, alongside the neck and up to the ears.
We can thus fit the front-facing face contour by using semi-fixed 2D–3D
correspondences from a list of candidate points along the mesh outline. We
define the set of vertices V along the outline of the 3D face model. Given an
initial fit, we then search for the closest vertex in that list for each detected
2D contour point. For a particular 2D contour landmark y, the optimal
corresponding 3D vertex vˆ is chosen as:
vˆ = argmin
v∈V
‖Cv− y‖2 , (4.13)
where C is the currently estimated projection matrix from 3D to 2D. As
our used morphable model consists of a relatively low-resolution mesh, V is
small, and we can find vˆ by computing all distances and then selecting the
one with the minimum distance.
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Using a whole set of potential 3D contour vertices makes the method
robust against varying roll and pitch angles. It also makes the method robust
against vertical inaccuracies of the contour from the landmark regressor,
since the contour landmarks of 2D landmark regressors are usually not
clearly defined. Once found, these contour correspondences are then used
as additional corresponding points in the subsequent fitting steps.
4.4.2 Occluding Contour
The occluded contour is more difficult to fit, as it is not possible to pre-define
the corresponding set of 3D vertices for the 2D landmarks; the 2D contour
marches along the mesh, as the pose changes, and the corresponding points
change with them. Therefore, we introduce an algorithm that dynamically
selects the corresponding 3D vertices, given the current pose and shape
parameter estimates.
First, as we want to map the occluding 2D contour to the occluding 3D
contour, we generate a set of all possible occluding edge vertices (candidates),
given the current fitting estimate. These vertices, and their positions in
2D, are depicted in red in Figure 4.6 (right). To compute these, we find
all the mesh edges where the normals of the adjacent two triangles are
positive in one and negative in the other triangle — which is the definition
of an occluding edge. To facilitate a fast lookup of the triangles that are
adjacent to each edge, we precompute the edge topology for the mesh once
and store it. Then, for each so-found occluding mesh edge, we add the
two vertices comprising the edge to the list of occluding edge vertices, and
remove duplicates.
Additionally, we need to compute whether each vertex is visible, or
occluded by another triangle. We do so by ray-casting from the camera
origin to each vertex, and checking if any triangle (other than the triangles
that the target vertex is part of) intersects the ray. Self-occluded vertices
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are removed as well.
During the fitting, for each 2D contour landmark, we then find the closest
(in a l2 sense) occluding edge vertex from the list of all computed occluding
edge vertices. This is done by building a k-d tree of the occluding edge
vertices, which then makes a look-up for a given 2D landmark point an
efficient binary search (see e.g. Muja & Lowe [ML14]). The so-found new
correspondences are added to the list of 2D–3D correspondences, used in
subsequent fitting steps (and these correspondences are re-computed in
each iteration of the fitting).
4.5 Recapitulation
The flowchart in Figure 4.7 summarises the full proposed real-time shape-
to-landmarks fitting algorithm. The fitting is initialised by computing a
rough pose estimate using only the inner face landmarks (i.e. excluding
all contour landmarks), followed by an initial estimate of the expressions.
Then, both components of the contour fitting process are applied to get
additional correspondences for both the front-facing as well as the occluded
face contour. Subsequently, the pose is re-estimated using all landmarks,
including the contour landmarks, followed by solving for PCA shape identity
coefficients and blendshapes. These four main components are iterated
towards convergence.
Pose
Inner landmarks
Expressions
Inner landmarks
Contour 
correspondence
s
Front-facing 
contour
Occluded 
contour
Pose
All landmarks
Shape 
(identity)
Expression 
blendshapes
Figure 4.7: Flowchart of the iterative linear fitting algorithm. The fitting is initialised with a rough pose and
expression fit, and then proceeds alternating contour, pose, identity and expression fitting.
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4.6 Convergence
First, we analyse the convergence of the fitting on example videos. Figure 4.8
shows a typical example of a fitting result after various number of iterations.
The first picture shows the fitting estimate after only the initial pose and
expression fit with inner landmarks. The second picture shows the result
after one complete iteration, i.e. each fitting step was performed once. The
subsequent pictures show the fitting results after the 2nd, 5th, 10th, and
50th iteration. It can be observed that the fitting quality increases notably
from the initialisation to performing a full iteration. The subsequent few
iterations are beneficial, and the fitting converges fast up to the 5th iteration.
After that, hardly any difference can be observed in the fitted mesh.
(a) After initialisation (b) After 1st iteration (c) 2nd iteration
(d) 5th iteration (e) 10th iteration (f) 50th iteration
Figure 4.8: Fitting result after various number of iterations. The fitting improves
significantly after the first and second iteration. After around 5 to 10 iterations, there
are no longer visible differences in the fitted mesh.
We further study the convergence of the camera parameters and the
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shape and expression coefficients over the course of iterations. Figure 4.9
shows the values of the camera parameters, and Figure 4.10 the values
of the first 10 shape and the 6 expression blendshape coefficients, over
75 fitting iterations, on an exemplar image. It can be seen that all the
parameters fully converge, though requiring more iterations than is visible in
the previous figure, Figure 4.8. We observe the same convergence behaviour
on all images that we tested on.
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Figure 4.9: Convergence of the camera parameters (rotation, translation and scale) over
the course of 75 iterations.
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Figure 4.10: Convergence of (a) the first 10 PCA shape parameters and (b) the 6 used
expression blendshape coefficients, over the course of 75 iterations.
To verify how much the actual reconstructed mesh changes in each fitting
iteration, we investigate how the x, y and z positions of three hand-chosen
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vertices change. We chose the tip of the nose (vertex 114), right corner
of the mouth (vertex 398), and a random point on the left cheek (vertex
707). Figure 4.11 shows the x, y and z coordinates of these points over 75
fitting iterations. We can see that after 10 to 20 iterations, all three vertices
stay stable and their 3D position does not change anymore. This finding
confirms our observation from Figure 4.8 that after 5 to 10 iterations, the
3D mesh no longer noticeably changes.
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Figure 4.11: Convergence of three different 3D mesh positions, over the course of 75
iterations: the tip of the nose, right mouth corner, and a point on the left cheek.
4.7 Run Time
In this section, we analyse the total run time of the proposed real-time
shape fitting algorithm as well as the run time of the individual components.
We measure the run time of the pose, shape, expression and contour fitting
separately, using both the 845 vertices 3DMM as well as the 3448 vertices
model. The measurements were done on a Core i7-7700HQ CPU, with
no efforts made to parallelise the code. The numbers were measured on a
video of 150 frames length, where a subject changes their yaw and pitch
pose angle as well as their facial expressions significantly over the course
of the video. Table 4.1 provides an overview of the resulting run time,
measured with 68 facial landmarks, and fitting all principal components of
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the shape model. In all the cases, the run time of each of the components
is of the order of a few hundred microseconds, and the total run time for
one complete iteration with the 845 vertices model is below 1 millisecond.
The proposed fitting algorithm is thus able to achieve above 1000 frames
per second (fps) in this scenario.
The standard deviation shows that the time consumed by the fitting
varies between frames. This is caused mainly by the dynamic contour fitting,
as the number of landmarks used differs from frame to frame. Some of
the fitting components are affected more by this, for example the contour
fitting. In general, with the 3448 vertices model, the contour fitting is
comparatively time-consuming: the computation of the occluding vertices
involves ray-casting to determine whether a vertex is self-occluded. If
necessary, this could further be speeded up by employing more advanced
ray-casting techniques.
Table 4.1: Run time of each component of the fitting algorithm (mean and standard
deviation over an exemplar video), in microseconds.
3448 vertices model 845 vertices model
Pose estimation 232 µs ± 82 129 µs ± 32
Shape fitting 466 µs ± 151 404 µs ± 91
Expression fitting 335 µs ± 125 82 µs ± 26
Contour correspondences 1486 µs ± 516 362 µs ± 112
Total 2519 µs 977 µs
With a run time this low, several fitting iterations can be easily performed,
while still achieving real-time performance. For example, running the
algorithm for 5 iterations, which the previous section determined to be
an often-sufficient number, results in a run time of 200 fps with the 845
vertices model and 80 fps with the 3448 vertices model.
The run time can further be reduced by refraining from fitting all available
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principal components. By only estimating the first 10 shape coefficients, the
run time of the shape fitting part reduces to approximately one third of the
reported numbers. Estimating more coefficients when fitting to landmarks
on a single image is not necessarily beneficial, as the further components
represent mainly noise. Additionally, we observed that the run time of the
pose, shape and expression fitting depends approximately linearly on the
number of landmarks used for the fitting.
These high frame rates, achieved on a regular notebook CPU, without
using any GPU acceleration, give rise to a number of applications, including
running on mobile devices, where run time as well as power consumption
are large concerns.
4.8 3D Reconstruction Accuracy
The proposed fitting algorithm is subsequently evaluated in various ways
and compared against a state-of-the-art algorithm. We first evaluate the 3D
shape reconstruction accuracy of the single-image fitting. It is a challenging
problem in itself to evaluate such algorithms in an in-the-wild scenario.
Datasets which contain in-the-wild images, alongside 3D ground truth, are
hard to come by as it is a requirement quite hard to meet. Data with
accurate 3D ground truth is usually captured in labs with 3D scanning
devices. On the other hand, regular cameras capture in-the-wild images,
but there is no 3D ground truth available. One of the few available datasets
meeting these requirements is the AFLW2000-3D dataset from Zhu et
al. [ZLL+16], used in our experimental evaluation.
We compare the 3DDFA algorithm, published by the same authors
([ZLL+16]), to our approach on the AFLW2000-3D dataset. The dataset
contains the first 2000 images of the original AFLW dataset (Köstinger et
al. [KWRB11]), alongside 2D landmarks in the ibug 68 facial points mark-
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Figure 4.12: The ibug 68 facial landmark points mark-up.
up (see Figure 4.12 and Sagonas et al. [SAT+16]). The images are gathered
from Flickr, and exhibit a large variation in pose (up to profile), expressions,
and face shape. AFLW2000-3D also contains what the authors refer to as
ground truth 3D shapes. In practice, the 3D ground truth is created with a
variant of the Multi-features fitting (MFF, Romdhani and Vetter [RV05])
algorithm, initialised with the 2D landmarks from the dataset, and ran
with a modified version of the Basel Face Model that additionally contains
a PCA expression basis. As the original MFF fitting has been shown not
to be very accurate on in-the-wild images (see e.g. [BAP+17a]), we advise
to be cautious in taking these MFF fitting results as the ground truth
for evaluation. However, the authors of 3DDFA seemed to have used an
improved version of MFF which results in decent quality output overall,
and we proceed with the comparison on that basis. Also, the authors
note that the results are verified by them and manually corrected where
necessary. In contrast to the original paper, we evaluate the actual 3D
shape reconstruction accuracy, not the landmark error reprojected to 2D.
In our opinion, this provides a more principled evaluation metric, as the
accuracy of the depth reconstruction is an important component of 3D face
reconstruction.
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We fit the Surrey Face Model with 3448 vertices resolution to each image
in the dataset, using the 68 landmarks provided by the authors. We set
the regularisation parameter λ of the PCA shape fitting to 30 and run the
fitting for 10 iterations. To evaluate the 3D vertex error for our approach,
we register the fitted mesh from the Surrey Face Model to the ground truth
mesh (which is a modified BFM mesh topology) using the non-rigid ICP
approach of Medina et al. [AAB+14] in the Menpo framework, which is a
reimplementation of Amberg et al. [ARV07]. This results in a representation
of the ground truth mesh with the topology of the Surrey Face Model. We
then compare the mesh from the fitting result with the registered ground
truth mesh by using the distance from each vertex of the ground truth to
the nearest point on the mesh of the fitting result, over the face region. The
vertex error is normalised with the outer-eye-distance of each mesh.
To produce the results for 3DDFA, we run it with default settings and
the same 68 landmarks, and compute the vertex error directly from the
ground truth 3D meshes to their fitting results (as they already have the
same topology), over the same face region.
We then plot a curve for each algorithm showing the cumulative dis-
tribution of the error from all vertices and all images with respect to the
total number of measurement points. Figure 4.13 shows the results of that
comparison. It can be seen that the proposed fitting approach slightly
outperforms 3DDFA in 3D face reconstruction accuracy. It is remarkable
to note that our shape-to-landmarks fitting, which does not refine shape
using image information, outperforms a much more complex algorithm.
The same trend will be observed in the later evaluation of the multi-image
fitting (Section 5.2). Additionally, the 3DDFA method is learning-based,
and thus it is unclear how well it generalises to a new dataset, while our
approach solely depends on landmarks, which can be obtained robustly by
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any state-of-the-art landmark detection algorithm.
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Figure 4.13: 3D shape reconstruction error of the proposed single-image fitting compared
to 3DDFA [ZLL+16] on AFLW2000-3D.
In terms of run time, the proposed algorithm is faster throughout: 3DDFA
report a total run time of around 100 ms with a powerful CPU and GPU if
all steps of their algorithm are summed up, while our proposed algorithm
took around 25 ms on a CPU.
Figure 4.14 shows a number of example fitting results on the AFLW2000-
3D dataset. We can observe that even fitting to landmarks from full profile
images works very well.
4.9 Qualitative Evaluation
To further demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed shape-to-landmarks
fitting, it was run on a second dataset, the HELEN test set [SAT+16,
LBL+12], another dataset with a number of images with extreme pose and
expressions. The fitting was run with the 68 ibug landmarks, and the
same parameters than for the images on AFLW2000-3D. In this case, no
3D ground truth exists, and we thus only show qualitative results on the
dataset.
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Figure 4.14: Example images of AFLW2000-3D with rendering of the fitted 3D mesh
overlaid as wireframe.
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Figure 4.15 shows example results from the HELEN testset. The fitting
results shown give an overall impression of the fitting quality on the whole
dataset, and are not hand-picked best results. In fact, we found that the
algorithm did not completely fail on any of the images. In the bottom
row, we show a few hand-picked examples of the worst fitting results on
the dataset. These show only small artefacts, most visible around the chin,
the ear-region, and on the forehead, where the shape starts to deform in
implausible ways. Even in these cases the algorithm is able to recover an
overall convincing shape. In general, we can see that the algorithm is able
to cope well with a variety of faces like children’s faces, especially wide or
narrow faces, and even strong and asymmetrical facial expressions.
4.10 Summary
This chapter presented three key contributions. First, we presented a
linear solution for facial expression blendshapes fitting, based on the closed-
form PCA shape identity fitting of Aldrian & Smith [AS13], which, both
together, result in a system that is bi-linear in the expression and identity
coefficients, and is efficiently solved by alternating between the sets of
identity and expression parameters being estimated. Second, we proposed
a robust and fast contour fitting approach to dynamically determine the
2D–3D correspondences between detected contour landmark points and
3D model points. Third, the combination of all steps result in a robust
shape-to-landmarks fitting algorithm that is able to deal with the large
number of challenges in in-the-wild images, including large poses and strong
asymmetrical expressions. We thoroughly evaluated the proposed algorithm
and showed that the landmark-fitting approach delivers state of the art
performance. By having designed most components with a linear cost
function, the algorithm achieves a run time of up to 1000 fps, opening the
door to a variety of novel applications.
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Figure 4.15: Example images of the HELEN testset with rendering of the fitted 3D mesh
overlaid as wireframe. The algorithm adapts well to faces of various origin like children’s
faces or wider faces, and it even copes well with strong and asymmetrical expressions.
(Bottom row): Hand-picked worst examples.
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Chapter 5
Multi-frame Fitting
When reconstructing a 3D face from multiple images or frames of a video,
the trivial strategy is to fit the model on a frame-by-frame basis, and then
blend or merge the individual meshes. However, this may not be the most
ideal strategy, even if we separate face shape from expressions, which can
be different in each image. If it is known that all images or frames contain
observations of the same identity, it would be useful to incorporate this
knowledge as part of the fitting algorithm. Furthermore, to build a fully
textured 3D face model of a particular person, the appearance information
from the multiple images needs to be combined.
In the following, we will extend the proposed shape fitting algorithm
to the scenario of fitting to multiple images of the same identity as well
as video sequences, making use of the temporal coherence of the identity
within a set of frames. We further devise an efficient strategy to model face
appearance from in-the-wild data by fusing image texture information from
these multiple images.
5.1 Multi-frame Shape Fitting
First, we extend the real-time shape-to-landmarks fitting approach intro-
duced in Chapter 4 to multiple images. Given a video or multiple images
of the same person, they all are observations of the same shape. Thus
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2 The asterisk de-
notes the multi-image
versions of each of
the previously used
matrices.
the fitting of the 3D face shape model to multiple frames involves the
recovery of a single set of shape parameters, given all images. Similar to
Section 4.2, when the pose and expression of each frame are given, and the
scaled orthographic projection is used, we can recover the identity PCA
shape coefficients jointly for all frames with a closed-form solution.
As in Section 4.2, we set up a linear system of equations — only in this
case, each image contributes to the total number of equations, depending on
how many landmarks are used in the image. For each of these landmarks,
the camera matrix and expression shape estimates corresponding to the
specific image are used. We assemble a block-diagonal matrix P∗2 consisting
of the camera matrices Pi for each frame i (see Section 4.2) on its diagonal:
P∗ =

P1
. . .
Pn
 , (5.1)
where n is the total number of images or frames.
The modified PCA basis matrix Vˆh from the single-image fitting in
Section 4.2 is constructed by vertically stacking the matrices from the
individual images:
Vˆ∗h =

Vˆh,1
...
Vˆh,n
 . (5.2)
The mean-matrix v¯∗ for the multi-image fitting is constructed in a similar
way, by stacking the mean face v¯ n times. The 2D landmarks vector y∗
is assembled by stacking all 2D landmark positions yi of all n images one
after another.
We then recover the identity coefficients α, taking into account all
landmarks from all images, using the same regularised quadratic form from
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Section 4.2:
α = −(Vˆ∗Th P∗TΩ∗P∗Vˆ∗h + λI)−1(Vˆ∗Th P∗TΩ∗T(P∗v¯∗ − y∗)), (5.3)
where Ω∗ = diag(σ−22D), with one value for each landmark on each frame.
To initialise the fitting, the camera pose Pi for each image i is computed,
followed by an initial estimate of the expressions in each image (as expres-
sions and poses can vary between multiple images). Then the contour fitting
introduced in Section 4.4 is applied to each image, followed by re-estimating
the pose using all landmarks, including the contour landmarks. Finally, we
solve for the identity coefficients, given the pose and expression estimates
of all images. The overall process is similar to the single-image fitting of
Chapter 4, which was summarised in Figure 4.7. The multi-frame fitting is
iterated for a number of iterations until convergence to a stable solution. It
is detailed in Algorithm 1.
5.2 Evaluation of Shape Reconstruction Accuracy
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed multi-image fitting and compare it
to other approaches run on in-the-wild imagery, we acquired a subset of the
KF-ITW database from Booth et al. [BAP+17a], kindly made available to
us by the authors. The database contains the 2D videostream of recordings
made with a Kinect v1 camera, captured under relatively unconstrained
conditions, where the camera is moved around the subject from left to right,
from a pose of around -30° yaw angle to +30°. Each video is supplied with
automatically detected 2D landmarks in the ibug 68 points mark-up, and
a 3D ground truth mesh of the subject, recovered from the whole video
with KinectFusion ([NIH+11]). The subset of the database available to us,
which we will refer to as KF-ITW-pr (prerelease), contains data of 5 people
(out of 17 in total), each in neutral expression as well as either a happy
or surprise expression (or both for some subjects), together with the 3D
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input :n sets of landmarks {y}n from n images
output :n sets of pose parameters {ρ}n and expression coefficients
{ψ}n; one set of identity coefficients α
for i = 1 to n do // Initial pose and expression fit
estimate the scaled orthographic projection {ρ}i;
estimate the expression blendshape coefficients {ψ}i;
end
for k = 1 to num_iterations do
for i = 1 to n do
retrieve the 2D–3D correspondences for the inner face
landmarks;
given the current {ψ}i and {ρ}i:
• find correspondences of the front-facing face contour;
• find the occluding contour vertices of the detected contour
landmarks;
re-estimate the pose parameters {ρ}i, using all correspondences;
end
// Fit the identity from all frames:
estimate α from all {ψ} and {ρ};
// Estimate expressions in each frame:
for i = 1 to n do
estimate the expression coefficients {ψ}i;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Multi-frame shape fitting.
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ground truth. The videos are between 60 to 180 frames in length. Figure 5.1
shows a frame of one of the KF-ITW videos, and the corresponding 3D
ground truth.
Figure 5.1: Example frame and 3D ground truth from the KF-ITW dataset.
We follow the evaluation protocol of Booth et al. [BAP+17a] on the
database. First, we register the Surrey Face Model mesh to the ground
truth 3D scan of each video with the non-rigid ICP approach of Medina
et al. [AAB+14] in the Menpo framework. This is the same algorithm
as Booth et al. used in their evaluation. We then fit the 3448 vertices
Surrey Face Model to each video, using the proposed multi-frame fitting
approach, with the same parameters as used in Section 4.8. The model is
fitted to the 68 landmarks that come with the database. For each video, we
subsequently compare the fitting result to above registered ground truth
scan by measuring the distance from each vertex on the scan to the closest
point on the mesh of the fitting result. The evaluation is done on a mask
that covers the face area and is slightly smaller than the mesh of the Surrey
Face Model — it is the same mask as used by the authors of KF-ITW. The
vertex error is normalised with the outer-eye-distance of each scan. We then
plot curves showing the cumulative distribution of the error from all vertices
and all frames with respect to the total number of error measurements.
Figure 5.2a shows the results of our multi-image fitting on the KF-ITW-
pr subset compared to the results from Booth et al. [BAP+17a] on the full
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database. Additionally, we measure the accuracy when fitting using only a
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Figure 5.2: Results of our multi-image fitting on a subset of the KF-ITW database. (a): Comparing our multi-
image fitting with single-image fitting, fitting using only a mean face, and the ITW fitting method of [BAP+17a].
(b): Comparing our performance on different expression subsets. Overall, our multi-image fitting performs comparably
to [BAP+17a], while being significantly simpler.
3D mean face, and the accuracy of using per-frame single-image fitting. We
observe that performing single-image fitting is better than using just the
mean face, and multi-image fitting provides a significant benefit to single-
image fitting. The ITW fitting approach [BAP+17a] slightly outperforms
our method. It is noteworthy that they do not give a run time for their
algorithm. We can however estimate that their algorithm would most likely
require of the order of seconds or minutes, as it solves a complex nonlinear
optimisation task using the Gauss-Newton method.
In addition to that, it was confirmed to us by the authors that our
subset of the KF-ITW database contains proportionally more videos with
expressions than the whole database, thus potentially putting algorithms
evaluated on only the subset at a disadvantage, if fitting to neutral faces
is easier than fitting to faces with expressions. To investigate this, we
evaluated the neutral, happy and surprised expressions separately for our
multi-image fitting. Figure 5.2b shows the results on the separate subsets.
It can be seen that fitting on the expression-neutral videos results in the
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highest performance, and on this particular subset, the proposed algorithm
outperforms the ITW fitting approach ran on the whole database. We believe
that videos with expressions are harder to fit because the expressions add
deformations on top of a neutral face, which must be accounted for and can
introduce additional errors. We thus conclude that on the full database,
containing fewer videos with expressions, it is likely the performance of
our algorithm would be slightly higher than shown in Figure 5.2a. Overall,
our algorithm performs comparatively to the ITW fitting algorithm while
being considerably simpler by not relying on a learning-based approach and
nonlinear optimisation, and we reckon it to be much faster.
In an independent evaluation, performed by Booth et al., the performance
of an earlier version of the proposed algorithm, with single-image fitting,
was measured. Figure 5.3 shows the results. The earlier version of the
proposed algorithm performs nearly identical to the proposed single image
fitting in Figure 5.2a, validating our experimental protocol. Additionally,
it can be seen that the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms “classic”
3DMM fitting based on the nonlinear Multi-features-fitting (MFF) initially
proposed by Romdhani and Vetter [RV05]. The curves with asterisk (*) are
taken from the paper of Booth et al. [BAP+17a].
5.3 Analysis and Convergence
While the camera and expression parameters we estimate in the fitting
process are image specific, the shape parameters are identity specific and
constant within one video (given the same person is followed throughout
the whole video). In the following, we analyse the convergence of the shape
parameters depending on the number of fitting iterations and the number
of images used for fitting.
First, we investigate the number of images needed to obtain a stable
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the proposed method to “classic” 3DMM fitting, and inde-
pendent evaluation of an earlier version of the proposed algorithm. The curves with
asterisk (*) are taken from the paper of Booth et al. [BAP+17a].
identity representation for a given subject. In Figure 5.4, we plot the
deviations of the shape coefficients, given different numbers of images. For
each number (i.e. point n on the x-axis), we draw random sets of n images
from the total set of frames, and run the proposed multi-frame shape fitting
on each set. We then compute the standard deviations of the PCA identity
coefficients α over the sets. As the identity is constant throughout a video,
a low standard deviation means that fitting to the different random sets of
images drawn from all frames resulted in similar shape coefficients. The plot
shows the mean of these deviations and their standard deviation over all
videos in KF-ITW-pr. We can see that with an increasing number of images
used for the fitting, both the mean deviations decrease (i.e. the coefficient
values become more stable) as well as the standard deviation itself decreases
(i.e. the variations of the coefficients within one video with various subsets
decrease). With around 10 to 20 images, the shape coefficients can be
estimated quite robustly, independently of the subset of frames that is
chosen from a particular video.
With respect to run time, we observe in our experiments that the run
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time increases linearly with the number of images used for the multi-image
fitting. In preliminary experiments, we were thus able to run the proposed
algorithm in real-time on a live video stream (see Section 7.1).
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Figure 5.4: Mean deviation of the first five PCA identity coefficients, using various
number of images for multi-frame fitting. The error bars correspond to the standard
deviation over all measurements for a given data point.
Second, we investigate the convergence of the model parameters over
the course of the iterations. Figure 5.5 shows the first 10 shape coefficients
for an exemplar video of KF-ITW. The fitting starts with the mean face as
initial estimation, where all shape coefficients are 0. The shape coefficients
then become more distinct and converge within 50 to 70 iterations. This is
consistent with the observations from Section 4.6.
Last, we evaluate the shape reconstruction accuracy with respect to the
number of iterations that the multi-image fitting algorithm is run. Figure 5.6
shows the 3D mesh reconstruction accuracy with the mean face, and after 1,
3, 5 and 10 fitting iterations. The results further confirm our observations
from Section 4.6, and specifically Figures 4.8 and 4.11: while the actual
parameters require more iterations to fully converge, a stable 3D mesh is
recovered after around 5 iterations, with the recovered mesh not changing
significantly any more thereafter.
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Figure 5.5: Convergence of the shape coefficients over the number of fitting iterations,
on an exemplar video.
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Figure 5.6: Mesh reconstruction accuracy on KF-ITW with different numbers of iterations.
The accuracy increases when running for more iterations, and saturates at around 5 to 10
iterations. The reconstruction accuracy with just the mean face is given for comparison.
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5.4 Texture Reconstruction
Once an accurate shape model fit is obtained, we reconstruct the appearance
of a given face. Since we abstain from using the PCA colour model, we
remap the image texture from a frame to an isomap that puts each pixel into
a globally registered representation. The isomap is a texture map, created
by projecting the 3D model’s triangles to 2D while preserving the geodesic
distances between vertices (Tenenbaum et al. [TSL00], Rodríguez [Rod07]).
The mapping is computed only once, so the isomaps of all of the frames
are in dense correspondence with each other. Note that the texture map
resolution is independent of the number of vertices N of the shape model.
Inspired by Van Rootseler et al. [vRSV12], we compute a weighting ω
for each point in the isomap that is given by the cosine of the angle of the
camera viewing direction d and the normal n of the 3D mesh’s triangle
that corresponds to the point: ω = 〈d,n〉. Thus, vertices that are facing
away from the camera receive a lower weighting, and self-occluded regions
are discarded. In contrast to Van Rootseler et al. [vRSV12], who employ
“classic” 3DMM fitting, our approach does not depend on the colour model
or an illumination model fitting. Figure 5.7 shows an example image and
the corresponding computed weighting, where red equals a 0° angle (facing
the camera) and blue equals 90° or facing away from the camera.
Figure 5.7: View visibility information (including regions of self-occlusions) from the 3D
face model. (left): Input frame. (right): Per-vertex weighting. Using a JET colourmap,
with red = 0° (facing the camera), and blue = 90° or facing away.
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Given a video or a set of n images, we define the isomap with the merged
texture values from all images to be I ∈ Rw×h×3, where w and h are the
width and height of the isomap, for example w = h = 512. Ix,y defines
the triplet of colour values (r, g, b) at pixel location (x, y). To reconstruct
the texture value Ix,y at each pixel location (x, y), we calculate a weighted
average of all n images, each pixel weighed by its triangle’s computed ω of
a particular frame:
Ix,y = 1∑n
i=1 ω
i
x,y
n∑
i=1
ωix,yc
i
x,y, (5.4)
where cix,y is the colour in the isomap of frame i at location (x, y) and ωix,y
the weighting associated with the pixel’s triangle.
In practice, this average can be computed very efficiently and thus used
for real-time reconstruction. If run on a live video stream, the values of
the current frame can be added to the previous average (with appropriate
normalisation by the total number of frames), without having to recompute
the values for all previous frames. Naturally, there is a trade-off between
coverage and blurring with respect to the number of frames used, and thus
on longer videos, averaging over all frames, even with a weighting, may not
be particularly suitable. This will be briefly discussed in Section 7.1. While
more complex fusion techniques could be applied, our method is particularly
suited for real-time application and in that it allows the computation of an
incremental texture model on a video stream, without having knowledge of
the whole video in advance.
5.5 Performance Evaluation on In-the-wild Videos
In the following, we evaluate the quality of the texture reconstruction from
in-the-wild video sequences. For this purpose, we choose the 300 Videos
in the Wild (300-VW) dataset ([SZC+15]). It contains videos more diverse
than the ones from the KF-ITW dataset, and it includes scenarios such as
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speeches and TV shows. The videos are between 1,000 and 3,000 frames
in length. Most videos are fairly low-resolution, with the faces having an
inter-eye-distance of 30 to 120 pixels, with a distance of around 60 pixels
being the most common.
Since there is no 3D or texture ground truth available for these kinds
of in-the-wild video datasets, we select 10 videos from the dataset which
vary in subject identity, ethnicity, and age. For each of these 10 videos,
we fit the 3DMM to a hand-selected left, frontal and right view that are
annotated with accurate manual landmarks. We then create a reference
isomap by manually merging the isomaps of the three view points. We then
compare our fully automatic reconstruction with these reference isomaps.
We run the proposed fitting for each video on 68 automatically detected
landmarks, which are obtained with the landmark detection of Huber et
al. [HKC+17]. The texture is then reconstructed for each video with the
approach presented in Section 5.4. Figure 5.8 shows an example frame
from each video, the fully automatically reconstructed isomap, the reference
isomap, and, purely for visualisation purposes, a rendering of the face in
a novel pose. It can be seen that in general, the texture is reconstructed
well, and the full face area is reconstructed, including the cheeks, side of
the noses, and the regions near the ears, making full use of views of the
subjects from larger pose angles. The accurate shape fitting results in no
visible artefacts from the background of the videos in the isomap. The
averaging over these many frames naturally results in slight blurring and
loss of fine details.
5.6 Summary
This chapter presented the main contribution of extending the linear, closed-
form solution shape fitting to multiple images. The overall proposed multi-
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Figure 5.8: Texture fusion results on the 300-VW video database. (First column):
Frame from the original video. (Second column): Reconstructed face texture using our
view-based, weighted averaging. (Third column): Ground truth face texture. (Last
column): Face rendering of a novel pose.
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frame fitting exploits the fact that there is only one identity in a given
video and is able to recover pose, identity and facial expressions. We
demonstrated state-of-the-art results of the proposed algorithm on a newly
released in-the-wild video dataset with 3D ground truth, where both pose
variations and facial expressions are present. It was further shown that the
proposed multi-frame landmark-fitting algorithm considerably outperforms
“classic” 3DMM fitting, and we succeeded in showing that it is beneficial to
use the temporal coherence of the subject identity within a video.
We further devised an efficient strategy to model face appearance from
in-the-wild data with a weighted fusion of multiple images in texture
space, and showed convincing results on a challenging in-the-wild video
database with a fully automatic approach. In comparison to existing work,
the proposed algorithm requires no subject-specific or manual training,
reconstructs texture as well as dense 3D shape, and it is evaluated on a
true in-the-wild video database. The main drawback of the texture fusion
approach, the blur caused by fusing information from all frames of a given
video, will be further discussed in Section 7.1.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Over the last decade, there has been significant progress in 3D face recon-
struction and 3D Morphable Model fitting from single images and monocular
videos. Very recently, the reconstruction and fitting has even become pos-
sible to accomplish in real-time. However, many algorithms depend on
a calibrated camera setup, subject-specific initialisation or training, or
struggle or have not been evaluated on in-the-wild data which contains
larger pose angles, facial expressions, and low-resolution. Most of the exist-
ing analysis-by-synthesis approaches are slow, complex, non-linear fitting
algorithms, and fail to converge to a good optimum on in-the-wild data,
and often rely heavily on a facial landmark constraint. Other algorithms
are learning based, and suffer from the lack of in-the-wild training data
with 3D ground truth.
2D facial landmark detection on the other hand has matured a lot over
the recent years, and many algorithms can cope with in-the-wild images
and a significant degree of pose and expression variations. It is much easier
to obtain training data for 2D facial landmarks data, than for 3D.
Therefore, in this thesis, we proposed a real-time landmark fitting al-
gorithm, crafted to deal with the challenges occurring on in-the-wild images.
It consists of different steps to deal with facial expressions, 2D–3D contour
correspondence mismatch, and large pose variations. Each of the compon-
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ents contributes to making the final result a success, on a variety of images
and databases, without any parameters to tune, or relying on a specific
database to train on — except for the 2D facial landmark detector, which
can be learned robustly from any of the huge variety of available 2D datasets.
We demonstrated in this thesis that the proposed shape-to-landmarks fitting
algorithm exhibits state of the art performance compared with the most
recent nonlinear and learning-based methods, highlighting the difficulties of
the fitting task and the shortcomings of nonlinear fitting methods.
In particular, the proposed algorithm consists of the following four
components: (1) The closed-form solution shape identity fitting of Aldrian
& Smith [AS13], (2) linear expression-blendshapes fitting, building on top
of the shape identity fitting, (3) a dynamic approach to 2D facial contour
fitting, and (4) a two-step closed-form approach to scaled orthographic
camera estimation. Each of these components, and all components together
as a whole, used in an iterative manner, are key to the successful and
robust fitting to in-the-wild images. By using all the linear and closed-form
terms, the proposed algorithm achieves a run time of up to 1000 frames per
second on a regular Core i7 notebook CPU, and around 80 fps when the
algorithm is run with the 3448 vertices model and for 5 iterations. Robustly
recovering 3D shape with expressions from in-the-wild images at this speed
is unprecedented in the literature, and opens doors to applications and
research that have not been possible before.
We then extended the proposed approach to the case of fitting to multiple
images, making use of the fact that there is one identity within a given
video. The identity of a subject is recovered with a closed-form solution
involving all images from a set or a video, and this step is alternated with
recovering per-frame expression and camera parameters. We demonstrated
the convergence of the algorithm and showed successfully that it is beneficial
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to use the temporal coherence of the subject identity within a video. The
proposed approach was evaluated on the recent KF-ITW dataset of in-the-
wild video sequences, and we were able to closely match state-of-the-art
performance with the proposed shape-to-landmarks fitting, compared with
a nonlinear analysis-by-synthesis approach proposed in 2017.
Further, to reconstruct the appearance of a face, we combine the shape
fitting with a simple weighted-mean based approach to fuse textures from
multiple images. We apply it in a real-time context on uncalibrated, low-
quality monocular in-the-wild videos, where the algorithm succeeds at
reconstructing a shape and textural face representation, fusing different
frames and view-angles. In comparison to other existing work, the pro-
posed approach requires no subject-specific or manual training, and it was
evaluated on true in-the-wild video datasets.
In summary, we evaluated the proposed approach quantitatively and
qualitatively on a large battery of in-the-wild datasets: the AFLW2000-
3D and HELEN image datasets, and the KF-ITW and 300-VW video
datasets. Our proposed algorithm, reconstructing 3D shape only from
landmarks, performs as good and better compared to two state-of-the-art
fitting algorithms, while being much faster. The proposed algorithm is
applicable to many domains, for example, fitting the model robustly to
images and videos is a major milestone for face recognition applications.
Because of its impressive run time, it can be applied to domains like Virtual
Reality, where at minimum a refresh rate of 120 Hz is required. It is also
very attractive for mobile devices, where power consumption is of utmost
importance, and most often no GPU computing is available.
While the fact that we recover shape only from landmarks has been
proven a strong advantage in this thesis, it is at the same time also a major
drawback of the algorithm: inaccurately detected landmarks can not be
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corrected or improved, and the geometry of the shape is in general limited
by the shape defined by the 2D facial landmarks. In Chapter 7, we will
discuss a number of possible research directions to keep the strong points
of the proposed algorithm while improving on some of its weaknesses.
Finally, the research in this thesis was published as a lightweight open
source library for real-time 3D morphable face model fitting. The library
is one of the first and one of very few public and maintained 3DMM
fitting frameworks. We have also made the 3448 vertices 3D shape model
and expression blendshapes available as Surrey Face Model as part of the
software. By making our software available, we close a significant gap in the
research landscape of 3DMM fitting algorithms, and have already succeeded
at making 3D face models easier to use and more widely available, to the
benefit of the whole research community.
Chapter 7
Future Work
In this chapter, we discuss directions for future work, and present preliminary
research and experiments that have been conducted.
First, the texture merged with the weighted mean based method presen-
ted in Section 5.4 exhibits a noteworthy amount of blur from the averaging,
particularly if the averaging is done over a whole video. This can be
amended by using a fusion technique that causes less blur on the one hand,
and selecting a limited number of good frames for the fusion on the other
hand. We propose an approach covering both in Section 7.1, and present
preliminary results.
Second, since the shape in the proposed fitting algorithm is only fitted
to landmarks, the obtained geometry is limited by the shape defined by the
2D facial landmarks. Even though one solution is to use more landmarks,
it would still not be possible to model for example wrinkles or the exact
nose shape of a particular subject. Also, if any or several of the landmarks
are detected imprecisely, that mistake cannot be corrected by the fitting.
Hence, some form of image-related cost function or shape from shading
would be needed to further improve the shape accuracy. However, at the
same time, we want to avoid all the drawbacks of the complex non-linear
fitting methods. Section 7.2 presents a possible research direction together
with ideas for future work.
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7.1 Super-Resolution Texture Fusion
To combat the shortcomings of the texture fusion method presented in
Sections 5.4 and 5.5, we conduct preliminary research in two directions:
First, we devise a strategy to qualitatively rate a frame, and then select
frames where the quality measure is highest. The selected frames are
additionally placed in designated bins, separated by the yaw pose angle.
Second, using these selected key frames, we propose to use a median-
based super-resolution approach that can be employed in real-time. In the
following, we briefly outline the proposed technique and show preliminary
results.
7.1.1 Key Frame Selection
For each frame of a video, we rate the face region with regards to its image
quality and suitability to use for texture reconstruction. Given the facial
landmarks of a frame, we first extract a patch containing only the face by
using the bounding box enclosing the landmarks. We rate this patch using
the variance of Laplacian measure by Pech-Pacheco et al. [PCCF00], which
is a measure for focus or sharpness of an image. Additionally, we expect
frames with fewer facial expressions to have less deformations in the texture,
which would be beneficial for the fusion. We thus penalise frames with a
large norm of the blendshape coefficients, ‖ψ‖, where ψ is estimated using
a rough initial pose and expression fit using only inner landmarks (see the
first two steps of Figure 4.7). Each frame is then associated with a score s:
s = L τ‖ψ‖ , (7.1)
where L is the variance of Laplacian measure and τ a parameter to influence
how much stronger expressions are penalised.
Because we would like to capture a face from as many different viewpoints
as possible, we then divide the ±90° yaw pose space into bins of 20° intervals.
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Each bin can contain a maximum of p key frames. A frame is used as key
frame if the bin corresponding to its particular pose is not full, or, if any of
the existing key frames of that pose bin have a lower score than the current
frame. In the latter case, the currently present key frame is replaced with
the newer one with the higher score. For example, if p = 1, only the very
best frame for each pose bin, according to the score s, is kept. Figure 7.1
shows the resulting key frames after running the algorithm over a whole
video of 1500 frames from the 300-VW dataset. We can observe that the
chosen frames appear relatively sharp, without motion blur (some frames of
the videos contain a notable amount of blurring), and in relatively neutral
expression (mainly the mouth is closed). The pose bin at the very left side
of the figure (−90 to −70° yaw) as well as the two bins on the very right
side are empty, since no frame in the video contained the subject in such a
strong pose.
Figure 7.1: Top-scoring key frame for each pose bin for an example video. The bins
range from -90° yaw to +90° in a 20° interval.
7.1.2 Median-based Super-Resolution
Using these selected key frames, we propose to use a super-resolution ap-
proach that can be employed in real-time. In 2015, Maier et al. [MSC15] pro-
posed an approach to texture mapping of 3D models using super-resolution
key frames. While their method uses depth data from an RGB-D camera,
in our case, the input is a set of 2D key frames captured from a monocular
camera, and the 3D face model fitted to the landmarks of these images.
In an initial setup, we proceed as follows:
• The texture of each key frame is remapped to a common reference tex-
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ture map of higher resolution using the dense correspondence obtained
from the model fitting.
• For each pixel of the final texture map, a weighted median over all key
frames is computed. The final colour value cˆ of a pixel is given by:
cˆ = argmin
c
∑
(ci,ωi)∈O
ωi ‖c− ci‖ (7.2)
where O is the set of all colour values and weights of all key frames
for a particular pixel.
• The weight ω for a pixel consists of the previously calculated frame
score and a per-vertex weighting based on the view-angle of the vertex
w.r.t. the camera’s viewing direction:
ω = 〈d,n〉L τ‖ψ‖ (7.3)
where d is the camera viewing direction and n the normal of the vertex.
• The texture map is recomputed whenever a new key frame is added.
Figure 7.2 depicts an overview of the proposed approach, with the
3D shape fitting and key frame selection first, followed by the median-
based super-resolution texture fusion. The resulting super-resolved texture
map looks more crisp and contains more details than the one obtained
in Section 5.5 by averaging over the whole video (see Figure 5.8, row 5).
However, in practice, we found that the method generates visible stitching
artefacts on many of the videos, and that further investigation is necessary.
With the averaging of Section 5.4, these artefacts do not appear, as the
averaging over the whole video acts as a smoothing, but at the cost of
lost texture details. Maier et al. [MSC15], in their original approach, are
able to bring the key frames into better correspondence with the help of
depth information, and through the depth information they are also able
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Figure 7.2: Prototype of the proposed real-time super-resolution texture-fusion approach. (a) 3D shape fitting in
each video frame. (b) Key frame extraction based on pose and frame quality. (c) Median-based super-resolution
fusion of the key frames. The inter-eye-distance of the input frames is around 45 pixels.
to recover 3D shape that is in better correspondence amongst frames than
the result of our fitting. Other approaches that employ similar texture
fusion approaches, like for example the multi-view reconstruction method
by Starck and Hilton [SH03], work with calibrated camera setups, often in
studios, where these texture fusion approaches work very well.
One challenge is thus to devise a method that works robustly on in-the-
wild videos from monocular video streams, in an uncalibrated setup. We
think that the research direction sketched in this section can lay the ground
work, and two directions are worth further investigating: First, the texture
maps could be post-processed after the fitting and brought into better
dense correspondence with an optical flow based method, like for example
proposed by Volino et al. [VCCH14]. In their work, they correct for texture
misalignment due to geometric and calibration errors, which in our case,
would be inaccuracies from the shape fitting. The second research direction
is to improve the shape fitting itself, where the next section (Section 7.2)
outlines a possible way.
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7.2 Illumination-invariant Appearance Model
In the following, we present a possible way of improving the accuracy of the
shape fitting. The fact that, in the proposed shape fitting, the geometry
is limited by the face shape defined by the 2D facial landmarks, and that
imprecisely detected landmarks cannot be corrected, is an inherent limitation
of the algorithm. An obvious suggestion, using a landmark detector that
outputs a larger number of facial landmarks, does not solve the core of
the problem. However, we also want to avoid using the traditional 3DMM
albedo model and an illumination model, as we have showed throughout
this thesis that the classical 3DMM fitting approach and nonlinear methods
struggle with fitting to in-the-wild images. One promising solution that
we see is the use of an illumination-invariant albedo model. The idea
was first proposed by Hu et al. [HCY+14], who present what they call an
Albedo Based 3D Morphable Model (AB3DMM). They apply an illumination
normalisation technique like for example Single scale retinex ([RJW96])
or gradientfaces ([ZTF+09]) to the photographs captured by the 3D face
scanner, and then build a PCA model of face appearance in one of these
illumination-normalised spaces, instead of the traditionally used RGB space.
The hope is to make the optimisation problem easier to solve by not
incorporating an explicit illumination model (like e.g. the Phong model)
into the cost function. When the model is fitted to an input image, the
same illumination normalisation technique is first applied to the image, and
then, they use the traditional analysis-by-synthesis approach of solving for
camera, shape and (illumination-invariant) appearance parameters with
a nonlinear cost function containing a term measuring the error between
model projection and input image in that illumination-normalised space.
While Hu et al. showed promising results in controlled conditions, their
approach still relies on nonlinear optimisation, and has a run time of the
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order of a minute.
We believe that, with improvements, an approach like theirs in general
could be the ideal bridge between a landmarks-only based fitting approach,
and the traditional analysis-by-synthesis approach. Figure 7.3 shows a
sample of such a learned illumination-invariant appearance model. In this
case, we learned the PCA model on the Laplacian of all subject’s isomaps.
Since the Laplacian consists of real values, we rescale the values in the
figure for visualisation purposes. In contrast to Hu et al., we apply the
illumination normalisation to the isomaps after the scans have already been
registered.
Figure 7.3: A sample of a model learned on the Laplacian of all subject’s isomaps. The
Laplacian values have been rescaled to visualise the model, where black indicates negative
values and white positive values.
An open research question is how to subsequently fit the model to
novel images, while avoiding the drawbacks of existing nonlinear fitting
methods. One interesting approach is the Linear Shape and Texture (LiST)
fitting algorithm from Romdhani et al. [RBV02]. They propose to use
linear solutions to shape and texture parameter estimation, together with
applying optical flow between the input image and the rendered model
image, to improve the shape recovery. They present promising results on
the PIE database, however, like most 3DMM fitting algorithms, are not able
to fit facial expressions and lack an evaluation on unconstrained in-the-wild
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images.
The recently presented ITW-fitting approach by Booth et al. [BAP+17a],
which we compared our approach against in Section 5.2, also has similarity
with the presented illumination-invariant appearance model, with promising
results on in-the-wild images and videos. Their “appearance” model is based
on SIFT image features, and learned from in-the-wild 2D images. However
in our case we would still learn the illumination invariant appearance model
from 3D scans, to leverage the dense correspondence throughout the whole
face region.
Appendix A
Derivation of the Closed-form
Shape Fitting Solution
The PCA identity shape fitting in Section 4.2 is expressed in terms of
a regularised quadratic form which has a closed form solution. In the
following, we give the derivation, taken from Aldrian & Smith [AS13].
Expanding the regularised quadratic form gives:
E = (Ax + b)TΩ(Ax + b) + λ ‖x‖2
=
[
(Ax)TΩ + bTΩ
]
(Ax + b) + λ ‖x‖2
= (Ax)TΩAx + (Ax)TΩb + bTΩAx + bTΩb + λ ‖x‖2
= xTATΩAx + xTATΩb + bTΩAx + bTΩb + λ ‖x‖2
= xTATΩAx + (ATΩb)Tx + bTΩAx + bTΩb + λ ‖x‖2 .
(A.1)
The solution with respect to x is given by:
dE
dx = 2x
TATΩA + (ATΩb)T + bTΩA + 2λxT = 0
= 2xTATΩA + bT(ATΩ)T + bTΩA + 2λxT
= 2xTATΩA + bTΩTA + bTΩA + 2λxT
= 2xTATΩA + 2bTΩA + 2λxT (A.2)
= xTATΩA + λxT + bTΩA
= (ATΩA)Tx + λx + (bTΩA)T
= AT(ATΩ)Tx + λx + AT(bTΩ)T
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= (ATΩA + λI)x + ATΩTb
x = −(ATΩA + λI)−1(ATΩTb).
The solution to the expression fitting is derived analogously, but simplifies,
since Ω is not used in that term (see Section 4.3).
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